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{Complete Outline) 
The Problem of Leadership Training in a City System 
of Religious Education. 
I. 
Introduction -
A. Thesis and Final SUmmary 
B. Sources of Information 
II. 
The City a Field for Religious Leadership 
I. Development of the Modern City. 
1. Recent growth of old cities and rise of 
new cities. 
2. Growth of American Cities 
{l) Trend of Population to Become Urban 
(2) Racial Composition of American Cities 
3. Types of Urban Communities 
II. Problems which the Modern City Presents. 
1 • . Lack of City Planning 
2. Political Machine-Run Government 
3. Con~stion of Population 
4. The Hetero~neous Character of its Popula-
tion. 
5. · Social Stratification in City Life 
6. Lack of Moral Standards 
7. •Bohemian• Life 
8. Rule of Materialistic Interests 
III. The City as a Field for Religious Leadership. 
1. Recognition of the Value of Religious 
Leadership 
2. Type of Religious Leadership Demanded 
3. The Church facing the City as Her Field 
a. 
III. 
Programs Developed to ~eet the Needs of the City and 
Type-s of Leadership Required to Carry out the Same. 
I. Present Agencies Demanding Leadership. 
l. Secular Agencies with Religious Ideals 
(l·) Social Welfare Agencies Essentially 
Religious 
(2) Types of Secular Welfare Agencies and 
Their Need of Leadership 
A. Public Agencies 
B. Private Agencies 
2. Distinctly Religious Organizations with 
Social Welfare Programs 
. . (l) The Local Church 
A. The Down Town Church 
B. Foreign Language and Mission Churches 
C. The Family Church 
D. The Institutional Church 
(2) Church Extension Societies~ City Missions 
and Denominational Boards 
(a) Interdeoominational Agencies 
3. Co-ordination of Work of Various Agencies into 
City Movements 
(l) The Social Center Plan 
{2) The Federation of Churches 
(3) The Community Council of Religious Edu-
cation 
3. 
II. Fields of Activity Inoluded in the Brogram of 
Present Agencies for Social-Religious Welfare. 
1. Educational Activities 
(l) Elementary Educational Work 
A. Night Schools 
B. Home Teaching, foreign speaking 
c. Institutional 
(2) Vocational Training 
A. Domestic Science 
B. Pre- trade Work 
c. Commercial Work 
(3) Cultural Education in-
A. Music 
B. Literature 
c. Dramatics 
D. Art 
E. Pageantry 
(4) Physical Education 
A. Gymnasium and Pool Work 
B. Group Games 
c. Physical Instruction 
(5) Social and Civic Instruction 
A. In churches and Church ~~hb.ol.._ 
B. Night Schools 
C. Citizenship Classes 
(6) Religious Education 
A. Bible etudy 
B. Christian Ethics 
c. Missions 
4. 
D. Churoh History 
E. History of Religions 
2. Corrective and Remedial Work 
(l) For Dependent Groups 
A. OUt-door Relief 
B. Institutional Care 
Goodwill Industries 
Orphanages and Child Placement 
Bureaus 
Baby Folds 
Day Nurseries 
Kindergartens 
Homes for the Aged 
Convalescent Homes 
Hospi tala 
(2) For Groups of Defectives 
A. The Insane 
B. The Feeble-Minded 
c. The Blind, Deaf and Crippled 
(3) For Delinquents 
A. The Youth 
The •Big Brother• and •Big 
Sister • Movements 
Juvenile Court, Probation and 
Parole Work 
B. Adult 
Missions 
Homes for Delinquents 
Visitation in Prisons, eta. 
5. 
3. Protective Work fo~ 
(l) The Child 
A. Physically 
Pre-natal care 
Nurse Visitation 
Baby Clinics 
Milk Stations 
Classes for Mothers 
Child Welfare Exhibits 
Co-operation with infirmaries for 
eye, ear, nose, throat, eto. 
B. Moral Protection 
Church Schools 
Sunday 
Weekday 
Club Work Built on Moral Ideals 
(2) Home Life 
A. Church workers 
Home Department 
Cradle Roll 
Parish Visitation 
Programs to Include the Family 
Better Housing Exhibits 
B. Legislative Work 
Housing 
Standards of Living 
Marriage and Divorce 
6. 
(3) 
(4) 
The .Immigrant 
A. Port of Entry Work 
Information Bureau 
Language Assistants 
B. Americanization Work 
Legal Advice 
Employment Bureau 
Travelers' Aid 
Temporary Shelter 
Homes for Immigrant Girls 
Settlement House Activities 
Institutional Church 
The Industrial Worker 
A. Factory Work 
Shop Meetings 
Noon Time Recreation 
B. Boarding Homes 
Services 
c. Special Clubs and Classes 
D. Surveys of Conditions in Industry 
E. Securing Protective Legislation 
Minimum Wage 
Hours of Labor 
Accident Insuranoe, eto. 
7. 
4. General Sooia.l Welf are 
(l) Health 
A. Establishment of Standards 
B. Surveys 
C. Campaigns 
( 2) Recreation 
A. Playground Work 
B. Group Games and Sp~~ta 
C. Moving Pictures and Theatricals 
D. Social and Folk Dancing 
E. Surveys and Exhibits of Recrea-
tional conditione. 
III. Types of Leaderahip Needed in order to Carry out 
the Plana for Religious - Social Welfare Work Ac-
cording to Present Programs. 
l. Executive Leadership 
2. Educational Workers 
3. Group Specialists 
4. Community Workers 
5. Social Welfare Workers 
s. I_nsti tutional Workers 
a. 
III. Types of Leadership Needed in order to Carry out 
the Plans for Religious - Social Welfare Work ac-
cording to Present Programs. 
1. Executive Leadership 
(1) Community Co-operative Organizations 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
A. The Local Church Federations 
B. The City Council of Religious Edu.:... 
cation 
c. The Associated Charities 
D. The Social Unit Plans 
City Mission Societies 
Church Boards 
Local Insti tutt.ons 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Schools 
Homes 
Hospitals 
Settlements 
The Local Church 
Pastors 
Directors of Religious Education 
Church School Officers 
Officers of Various Church Societies 
2. Educational Workers 
(l) Pastors 
(2) Directors of Religious Education 
( 3) Teachers 
A. Elementary Subjects 
B. Music 
c. Painting and Drawing 
D. Literature 
E. Domestic Science 
F. Arts and Crafts 
G. Civics and Social Science 
H. Physical Education 
I. Religious Education 
9. 
(4) Directors (M~nisters of). Music 
(5) Officers of School and Community Or-
ganizations 
(6) Librarians 
(7) Publicity Workers 
3. Group Specialists 
(1) Baby Welfare Workers 
(2) Girls' Workers 
(3) Boys' ~orkers 
(4) Young Peoples' Workers 
(5) Nationality Workers 
(6) Industrial Workers 
4. Community Workers 
(1) Parish Visitors 
(2) Visiting Nurses 
(3) Visiting House Keepers 
(4) Language and Racial Workers 
(5) Recreational Workers 
(6) Home Department Visitors 
f7) Cradle Roll Workers 
5. Social Welfare Workers 
(1) Medioal Workers 
(2) Juvenile Court Workers 
(3) "Big Brothers• and "Big Sisters• 
(4) Parole and Probation Officers 
(5) Ftiendly Visitors 
10. 
(6) Members of Boards and Committees Interested 
in Social Welfare Institutions 
(7) Club Directors 
(8) Recreational Directors 
(9) Vocational Secretaries 
(10) Employment Secretaries 
(ll) Survey Workers and Social Investigators 
6. Institutional Workers 
(l) Institutional Managers 
(2) Dietitians 
(3) Matrons 
(4) Nurses 
( 5) Attendants 
7. Secretarial Workers 
(1) Private Secretaries to Executive Leaders 
(2) Church Secretaries 
(3) Church School Secretaries, Departmental 
(4) Institutional Secretaries 
IY. Sources of Leadership and Means of Training Now 
Available 
1. Sooial Welfare Leadership 
(l) Professional Workers 
(2) Volunteer Workers 
2. Leadership for Religious-Social Programs 
. (l) Professional Leadership 
A. Estimated Number Needed for Present 
Programs 
B. Sources of Professional Leadership 
and Means of Training 
(2) Volunteer Leadership 
A. Status of Volunteer Leadership 
B. Training of Volunteer Leadership 
ll. 
IV. 
Leadership Training in a City System of Religious 
Education. 
I 
I. City Syst&,s of Religious Education 
1. City Systems of Religious Education Baaed 
on a Community Council of Religious Education 
2. The Scope of the City System of Religious Ed-
ucation 
3. The Organization of a City System of Religious 
Education 
(l) A City Board of Religious Education 
(2) A City Superintendent of Religious Ed-
ucation 
(3) A Director of Religion and a Staff of 
Departmental Workers 
4. The Program of a City System of Religious 
· Education 
(l) ' A System of Community S<;'hoo•s 
A. The Sunday Schools of the Churches 
B. A Model School 
c. The Church Vacation School 
D. Week Day Church Schools 
E. Th.e Community Training School for 
Religious Leaders 
(2) The Co-ordination and Standardization 
of Work of Local Agencies 
A • The Survey 
B. Common Standards 
12. 
c. Promotion of the Local Church Schools 
D. Professional Conferences 
E. Young People's Council 
(3) General Moral and Religious Education 
A. Music, Art and Pageantry 
B. Special Public Programs 
c. Public Mass Meetings 
II. Agencies for Leadership Training in a City System 
of Religious Education 
1. Training in the Local Church 
(l) Training by Indirect Methods 
(a) Group Conferences and Teachers' Meetings 
(3) Teacher Training Classes 
a. Leadership Training by City-Wide Organizations 
and Activities. 
(l) Departmental Unions 
(a) Conventions and Institutes 
(3) Special Courses 
13. 
(4) Community Training Schools for Religious 
Leaders 
III. The· Community Training School for Religious Leaders 
1. The Place of the Community Training School in 
a City System of Religious Education 
a. The Organization of the Community Training 
School 
(l) A Board of Management 
(a) A Director and a Faculty 
(3) An Advisory 0ommittee 
(4) A General Council 
3. The Housing and Equipment of the Community 
Training School 
4. Reorui ting the Student Body of the School 
5. The Administration of the School 
6. The Currioulum 
7. Standardization of Community Training Schools 
8. The Development of Group Consoiousness and 
Loyalty to the Cause of Religious Education 
through the Community Training School. 
I. 
Introduction. 
A. Thesis:-
The problem of this st~dy is the deyelopment of 
trained leadership in a city system of religious education. 
It has been attempted to show -
1. Some of the complex problems which have arisen with the 
rapid growth of the Modern American City and which challenge 
the religious forces of America today. 
2. That at the present time agencies which are undertaking 
to meet some phases of these needs are demanding leadership 
which is not available to any sufficient degree and that 
their means of training this leadership is utterly inadequate. 
3. That the scope program and organization of an adequate 
city system of religious education requires many and varied 
types of leadership. 
4. That this leadershivmay be grouped into two general 
classes, professional and volunteer; the former class being 
left to professional training schools which are outside of 
the scope of the local community, while the latter group may 
be suocessfully dev·el()lped through a community training school. 
5. That this community training school should be -
(l) an integral part of a community system of religious 
education which shall direct its policies, furnish financial 
backing and contacts with prospective leadership. 
(2) built upon a standardized curriculum with profes-
sionally trained leaders. 
(3) and consist of a carefully correlated system of 
class room instruction and supervised field work. 
l • . 
B. Sources of Inf·ormation:_;; 
l. Bibliography 
a. Inspection of City Systems of Religious Education 
3. Membership on the executive committee of the Lew-
iston~Auburn Council of Religious Education and 
service on the faculty of the Training School for 
Religious Leaders maintained by the abo~e council 
l92l-l922. 
4. Personal conferences with experienced leaders in 
the various departments of municipal, oivic and 
religious work. 
a. 
3. 
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Educational Bulletins, issued by the International 
·Sunday School Assn. Revised 1920 5 Wabash Ave. 
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No. 2. •Making Democracy Safe for the World•, by 
Walter s. Athearn 
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erenoe~ books for Community Training Schools" 
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No. 7. •suggestions for the Guidance of Directors 
of Community Schools of Religious Education• 
by Walter s. Athearn 
No. B. "International Standards for Community Train-
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6 Congregational Educational Society, Leaflets and 
Reports ----------------------------------------- 10 
II. 
The Modern City as a Field for Religious leadership 
I. The City a Modern Development 
l. 
#l 
Recent Growth of Old Cities and Rise of New Cities. 
•The Twentieth Century City is in a class by it-
self. History furnishes no prototype. The nameless people 
crowa in to make a living under an impersonal industrial sys-
. tem the offspring of the Industrial Revolution.• These 
are t~ words with which a prominent writer on the modern Am~ 
erican city introduces his book. 
Marked centralization of the world's population 
into extremely restricted -areas about commercial and indus-
trial activities is a comparatively recent phenomenon. While 
the city is an institution as old as civil~zation itself, the 
present problems of the city are largely new and therefore to 
be faced by the present ~neration as a new task to be solved 
in the progress of mankind. 
#3 Recognizing this fact the Survey made by the Inter-
Church World Movement begins with a significant st~dy of the 
comparative a~ and growth of cities. It is shown that the 
most ancient cit~es of Europe have attained most of their 
present size since the middle of the Nineteenth Century. In 
l800 there were only twenty such cities with a population of 
over lOO,OOO _w.ile by 1900 the number had reached one hundred 
and sixty-erbght. In addition to these, new cities have sprung 
up and grown with increasing rate as the influence of the mod-
#l 
#2 
#3 
Charles Zueblin, •American Municipal Progress•, pp l. 
Charles A. Elwood, "Sociology and Modern Social Problems", 
pp 261 
World Survey, American Volume, InterChurch World M t 
· ovemen 
a. 
ern industrial age came to bear upon them. This is true of 
oriental as of occidental cities in so far as western civili-
zation has reached them. 
a. Growth of American Cities. 
#l (l) Trend of Population to Become Urban. 
#2 
#4 
Turning to America, for Europe furnished 
too unstable a field even for speculation, we find cities in-
fant in point of years as compared with those of the Old 
World, but with a growth more phenomenal than anything in his-
tory. The numerical predominance of American city dwellers 
over the rural population is established completely by the 
last census. We find that 51.4% of our population now live 
in places of over 2500, while in some sections of the country 
the percent is much higher. In New England it is 79.2%, in 
the Middle Atlantic States 74.9%, while the whole North has a 
city population of 63.3%. 
Less than fifty years have seen the great-
er part of this urban development. In 1880 our urban popula-
tion was only 28.6%. Ely calls attention to the fact that 
while in 1800 about thirty of every thousand citizens of the 
United States lived in a city of over eight thousand inhabit-
ants, the combined population of our six largest cities at 
that time is now exceeded by over thirty separate cities. 
Moreover, the greatest increase of popu~ 
lation has been in the largest cities, those of one hundred 
thousand and over. In fact, cities of less than that number 
show a slight 4ecrease in the last decade. A glance at com-
parative statistics brings out the fact also that an alarming 
fl. The InterChurch World Survey, American Volume, pp 19, 20 
#2. Burch and Patterson, •American Social Problems, Pp 145 
#3. The 14th Census of the United States, Vol. l, pp, 43,44,56 
#4. Ely, .•outlines of Economics", pp 61 . 
9. 
percent of this increase in urban population is made up of the 
recruitsnfrom our own rural sections as well as those from oth-
ern countries. 
(2) Racial Composition of American Cities. 
#1 The Racial Composition of the modern Amer~ 
ican city is most complex. The old English stock group who 
formed the nucleus about which practically all our cities have 
been built has been swamped long since by later Old World 
#2 groups. Of the 131 497 1 886 foreign born peoples 1 75% live in 
our cities and together with their children form from two 
thirds to three fourths of the population of the largest cit~ 
ies. Likewise it is true that the immigrant of least tenden-
#3 cy to become assimilated with the earlier racial groups is 
the one who is most liable to settle in our great cities. 
Thus we find segregated racial groups 1 which represent not 
only all southern and eastern Europe 1 but Asia, as well 1 of-
ten as antagonistic to each other as to the older American 
and northern European groups 1 making up the polyglot popula-
tion of our great cities. 
Another racial element of rapidly in-
#4 creasing importance in city problems is that of the Negro 1 
who has been changing from the South to the North, from rur-
al to urban life in ever increasi:ng numbers. In 1910 the 
United States Census reported the negro population as 20.7% 
#2 urban. In the 1920 report it had become 34~ urban popula-
tion. In fact it is stated that in twenty-seven of our 
leading cities, the population is now at least one-fourth 
negro. 
#l Fattchild1 •Immigration•, Chapter XI 
2 Unites States Census, Volume III~ pp 15 3 Towne, •social Problems", DP 40,41 . 
Tl +.A,.....,h,,..nh w",.., rl ~,,? .... on · 'lmA,..; ~ ........ Volt1mA . T'IT\ ~~ 
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#1,2 
3. Types of Urban Communities 
Racial segregation is accountable for some of 
the community types into which the modern American city is 
divided, but social stratification, economic and commercial 
conditions combined with our present industrial situation 
are also under heavy responsibility for this condition of 
city life. 
From various studies of urban community types 
the following have been chosen as most ~ypical, accepting as 
a definition for the term •community• this description- •a 
group of people related somewhat loosly geographically but 
more so by bonds of common interest•. 
A. The Racial Type Community, the result of racial in-
heri tanoe together with language differences, gives us the 
easily recognized sections such as •Little Italy", "China 
Town•, "The Ghetto" and "Nigger Alley•. 
B. The Traditional Type Community is composed of the 
older stock setlilers whom traditions, standards, ideals and 
an unbroken identity bind together. They usually occupy the 
less populous sections of the city but cover far more space 
than their more numerous types. 
The Rural Emigrant Type spoken of in the Inter-
Church Survey seems to be properly included as a part of this 
group. 
11. 
c. Industrial Communities which usually center around 
a large industry are bound together by their common conditions 
of employment which give them a community relationship which 
may be balanced by other factors as racial. 
#l Diffenderfer, •The Church and the Community, pp 3,6,7 
#2 (next page) 
D. Geographical divisions, as "beyond the tracks • or 
•over the bridge", as well as political wards are sometirr!es so 
distinct as to give a section of a city a peculiar community 
rating. 
E. A Polyglot Section of any city of considerable 
size is to be recognized. · While lacking the characteristics 
which go to make a community in the ordinary sense of the 
word, it still represents a distinct group. It seems to be 
a sort of dumping ground for all other groups of the city, 
tpe center of a whirl pool where all stray bits group togeth-
er. No co~on bonds exist other than the force of similar 
social conditions and economic misfortunes which have thrown 
these folks together into the worst part of the city from the 
point of view of habitation. 
F. The Indigenous group is a most interesting classi-
#2 fication. It is called "the beginning of the ur•an race" and 
is composed of the descendants of the Rural Emigrant group 
and the Immigrant groups, the children of the city who have 
grown up together with a •mental complex" of city life as a 
common factor. 
With the increased birthrate for the city over that 
of the country and the continued influx of rural population 
into the cities, this •Urban Race" seems a~ assured reality, 
to become, if rightly directed, the glory of America as were 
once her sons of the soil. 
#2 The InterChurch World Survey, American Volume, pp 27,28,29. 
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II. Problems whi en the Modern City Presents. 
1. Lack of city planning. 
Because of the rapidity of urban growth, too fre-
quently no consideration has been given to the future develop-
ment of the city. Narrow, crooked streets where broad high-
ways would hardly be sufficient to care fQr the tremendous 
traffic, are responsible for crime, the maiming and loss of 
human life as well as needless oonfust t on and hampering of 
~ ........... -
business. The failure to reserve space for parks and play-
grounds as well as public buildings often puts these forms of 
... 
public service completely out of reach of those most needing 
them. Inadequate public building, including school houses, 
libraries and museums, block civic beauty and social welfare 
whe~e they should provide for it. 
2. Political machine run governmenm. 
Parallel with these outward symbols of failure to 
provide for the future, too often is found the inefficient, 
clumsy, political machine which pretends to adminis.ter a oi ty 
government for the good of all the people but which has gone 
sadly astray from its avowed purpose. Founded in the days 
when the civic situation was far different, it has now become 
the tool _of unscrupulous politicians who manipulate it for 
selfish interests. 
3. Con~stion of Population. 
While rapid transit facilities have made less nec-
essary the crowding together of a city•s population, the hou~ 
ing situation, high rents, group clannishness and industrial 
demands have lar~ly oounteraot~d this possibility for the 
great mass of the people. Present day facts of congestion ;. 
#l Burch & Patterson, •American Social _Problems" pp 147 
2 Frank Farrington, "Community Develppment• pp 87 3 James Br ce, •The American Commonwealth" Vol. l pp 606 
. W . i I a 
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present in their wake, poor hQusing, unsanitary living con-
ditions, slums, much of our immorality, crime and lack of 
home life. 
14. 
4. The Heterogeneous Character of the Cities' Popu-
lation. 
Closely related to problems growing out of the 
congested condition of our cities i s the character of the 
people thus crowded together. These have already been sug-
gested in the enumeration of community types, given above. 
#l The special problem presented by the segregation of nation-
alities in groups by themselves, is the unAmerioan life, of-
ten antagonistic to the very ideals upon which real democra-
cy. stands. Immigrants, in such cities as our New England 
textile manufacturing centers and the steel and iron manu-
facturing section of the Middle West, not only live in col~ 
onies according to race but maintain their own churches, 
schools, stores, recreational places and fraternal organiza-
#2 tiona, Thus old world institutions and standards of life, 
#3 though ill fitted to the new urban · condi tiona which these , 
workers must meet yet are perpetuated. Not only does this 
constitute a menace to public health and welfare and .render 
the recent immigrant liable to serious physical and moral 
deterioration but such unassimilated groups in a city can 
not but lower the general tone of urban life and develppment. 
Equally tragic is the fact that the stream of valuable con-
tribution these people might make to American life is diverted 
and eventually lost even to themselves. 
fl The InterChurch -World Survey, American Volume, pp 73-89 
#2 Park & Miller, The Old World Traits Transplanted, Chap.V,pp6 
Chap. VIpp2l 
#3 Henry Pratt Fairchild, "Immigration• pp 233,234,235 
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Closely allied from the point of view of maintain~ 
#l ing low standards of living, is the negro section, especially 
in our Northern cities, where the increase of these people has 
#2 been so sudden and appallingly large. Here crime and pauper-
ism flourish out of all proportion to the percent of the pop-
ulation represented. Horribl~ housing conditions which this 
unexpected innulld.ation of some of our cities has seemed to 
make a necessary evil, yet are permitted to continue with 
little concern on the part of the city people in gene:cal. 
#3 
#4 
#4 
' 5. Social Stratification in City Life. 
Where, moreover, the barriers of race and natio~ 
ality do not interfere, ma~y other factors unite to break our 
urban population into isolated groups, socially stratified 
and therefore with lives sadly impoverished. As a recent 
writer well says, •Fragmentary environments inevitably nourish 
fragmentary individuals•. Religious creed, economic status 1 
social standing and an ever multiplying number of differences 
are intensifying class consciousness till American democratic 
life seems a far drifting ideal. 
6. Lack of Moral Standards 
A small community holds its members up to fixed 
moral standards, sometimes rather narrow, it is true, but at 
least furnishing an accepted ideal as measure of conduct. 
This protection is utterly swept away in a great city where 
there are found not one standard but twenty and where individ-
ual sense of social responsibility is blunted by numbers and 
strangeness. 
#l Burch & Patterson, •American Social Problems• 
#2 Elwood, •sociology and Modern Sooial Problems" 
#3 Joseph Kinmont Hart, •community Organization" 
#4 Mary E. Richmond, "The Good Neighbor" 
pp 133 
pp 240 
pp 15,18 
PP 20,24 
The fact that people in the most active petied of 
#l life predominate in the oity constitutes a problem as well as . 
a tremendous possibility for servioe to the city. This ener-
#l ~tic, active group present the vices and virtues of youth; 
extreme radicalism, passionate abandon, energetic vitality. 
Lacking the guidance of home life, the softening influence of 
childhool and old age, multitudes roam the streets of the mod-
ern city, carrying on its industries, thronging its places of 
#l amusement, "all hoping for human satisfaction of the old in-
stinctive and satisfying sort•. 
7. Bohemian Life 
Tha.t a Bohemian sort of life with its loss of 
#2 faith in and even contempt for many of the great established 
institutions of life claims numbers of the oities' most prom-
ising young people is indeed one of her most serious problems. 
8. . Materialistic Interests Rule. 
#G ·. Built up about industry, the natural trend of the 
city is toward materialism. Self interest is the law which 
draws the multitudes there, higher wages, greater comforts 
and privileges, excitement anc;l amusement. In the scramble 
the finest sensibilities are submerged. The struggle between 
#& labor and capital, abuses of commercialized amusements, the 
exploitation of the weak, child labor, sweatshops, underpaid 
toil, all these thrive in an atmosphere where the brotherhood 
spirit which must dominate a true community seems lost in the 
confusion. 
16. 
#l Charles A. Elwood, •sociology and Modern Social Problems•, pp 
273, 358 
#2 Strong, •our World• pp 268 
. #
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#· H. R. Tswney, "The Acquisitive Society• pp 131-138 
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III. The City a Field for Religious Leadership 
1. Recognition of the Value of Religious Leadership 
It is a self~evident fact that these problems of 
the city constitute a challenge to America: .• unequaled else..:. 
where. Students of sociology, economics and civics unite in 
the call, which has a deep note of warning, for an immediate 
concentration upon ~easures and programs necessary to ade-
17. 
ll quately face our urban situation. Elwood, emphasizing the 
fact that the era of the city is just beginning, says: •Hu..:. 
manity must solve the problem of the city if social progress 
is to continue.• From the pen of his colleagues these words 
are re-~xpressed again and again. 
The need of leadership, and that of the first order, 
is most apparent. But the topic of this discussion is the 
problem of religious leadership for a city system of religious 
education. Our next step therefore seems to be that of the re-
lationship of religious leadership to these great problems of 
the city. Turning to writers many of whom have already been 
quoted in summarizing the city problems demanding ~eadership, 
we find them almos.t to a man giving emphasis to the place re-
ligion must play in solving the modern social situation • . 
•Religion has been a powerful social force tending 
#Z toward group s olidarity" says Burch and Patterson. While these 
authors recognize that in the present state of society the law 
#1 
#2 
of the Great Teacher and His exalted ideals are far removed 
from actual fact, their prophecy is-~The Twentieth Century will 
witness the church fulfilling the mission of its founder, spread-
Charles Elwood, •sociology and Modern Social Problems: pp 264,281, 
377 
Burch and Patterson, •American Social Problems", pp 360·1369 
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ing ita altruistic spirit throughout society and cementing 
once more the broken fabric of civilization•. Elwood feels 
#l there is no possible stable basis without religion, especial-
ly in relation to family life. Moreover he sees in the sym-
pathies and sentiments natural to family life the one stand-
ard for moral and social practice in larger group relation-
#2 ships. Cooley saya·: "Instead of religion becoming less necea-
#3 
sary as society advances, it becomes more necessary-- in 
more complex societies," He sees for the church a field of · 
social usefulness in the present larger than in any past stage 
of development. 
In thia-,.-~orisia demandi ng . immediate action, Todd 
holds religion to be "the only faetor capable of acting rapid-
ly upon the character of a people.• 
2. Type of Religious Leadership Demanded. 
The type of religion which can minister to .the 
· #4 needs of the modern city and aid in the solution of its prob-
lems is carefully specified by those who point to her as the 
#3 hope of today. Todd sums up the service which. religion may 
render to human progress as follows: 
(l) by way of social discipline, 
(3) in the economic struggle for the satisfaction of 
life needs, 
(3) in cultivating the habit of speculation 
(4) in fostering idealism, especially altruism. 
#l Charles Elwood, •Introduction to Social Psychology", 
#2 Charles Horton Cooley, •social Organization", 
#3 Arthur James Todd, •Theories of Social Progress", 
#4 Harry Ward, "The New Social Order.• 
pp 2&1 
pp 380 
pp 416-421 
pp 330- 333 
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There is general recognition of two adverse types 
of religion to be found in our midst. Narrow, formal ecclesi-
asticism, unadapted to modern needs of life is held to be an 
actual "destructive, hampering, retarding force~, because of 
which the church today is discredited in many circles and has 
lost its hold on the masses. But that it may be not anodynio 
but dynamic - •a constructive, disciplinary, progressive 
#l force ,• is equally recognized. Todd says~ •rn spite of the 
conservative, statio tendency of religion, in spite of its 
easy confusion of superstition with duty, of dogmatism with 
idealism, religion has furnished in the past and will continue 
to furnish in the future strong sanctions for social morality; 
it will provide for that conscious and voluntary subordination 
of the self to the group.• Here seems to be found the kernel 
#2 of the hope placed upon religious leadership of the right sort. 
It alone is actuated by the highest ideals of unselfish service, 
to the subordination of the interests of the individual, which 
lead to the greed, avarice and indifference which are the curse 
of the modern city, and the substitution of those Christlike 
principles which place the welfare of others first. Where the 
#3. ideal for the individual is held to be life service to humanity, 
there the church, especially the Christian church, is recognized 
as the great leader in our modern social reformation. 
#4 Here in, there seem to be recognized two main avenues 
of service for religious leadership 
#l Todd , 8 Theories of Social Progress• pp 421-424 
#2 Carver, •sociology and Social Progress• pp 486 
#3 El1Rood, "The Social Problem" pp 210 
#4 Park & Burgess, " Introduction to the Science of Sociology" pp 846 
#l {l) that of education, as "the public conservator and 
propagator of ideal social values," the problem being that of 
#2 interpreting religious truth in the light of new social con~ 
ditions. 
(2) that of social activities, for as religion uni-
:f/:3 versalizes and make.s absolute social values, "social obliga-
tiona thus early become religious obligations.• That the 
second function is much inv.olved in the first is apparent. 
#S We find the institutional church .spoken of as "an attempt 
to give religion a real meaning and utility to each class of 
society." 
2. The Church Facing the Ci ty as Her Field. 
Turning to the church and her foremost leaders of 
the day, we find ever increasingly the recognition of the 
mission of religion as · a great social factor, .entering into 
every phase of human life and experience as her legitimate 
field of service. The whole movement spoken of as "Social 
Evangelism" is an outgrow~h of the consciousness of responsi-
bility to these problems of the modern ci.ty. 
#l Elwood, "Introduction to Social Psychology" pp 274 
#2 Hayes, "Introduction to the Study of Sociol ogy" pp 323 
20. 
#3 Park & Burgess,"Introduction to the Science of Sociology" pp 848 
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Yet the church, as every other institution in our 
#l modern city, faces a situation, social and economic, to which 
she has only slightly adjusted herself. Organized by and for 
the traditional or rural type group she has failed largely to 
refit her message and . service to meet the needs of later 
groups which have crowded around her but not into her doors. 
#2 Rausch,enbusch said: "If the church tries to confine itself to 
theology and the Bible and refuses its larger mission to hu-
manity, its theology will gradually become mythology and its 
#3 Bible a closed book." Others have painted the fate of the 
#2 
#l 
#2 
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church in as dark colors but there is an ever increasing note 
of optimism. 
Even fifteen years ago we find Rauschenbusch, in 
the very same volume from which the above quotation was taken 
pointing to the men who "have worked out the new social Chris-
tianity in their own thinking and living" as •those easy to 
single out at a religious convention" that "they predominate 
when speakers are selected for important occasions," that their 
type propagates itself for "the new salvation is contagious.• 
Subsequent developments have surely justified these optimistic 
words of this modern prophet of social evangelism. At least 
we may claim that the church has come to recognize the social 
field, of which the city is the heart, as a department upon 
which she can not turn her back. 
Ward, "Christianity and the New Social Order" 
Rauschenbusch, "Christianity and the Social Crisis•, pp 339,352,357 
Hart, •community Organization• pp 42, 96 
Ward, "Christianizing Community Life" pp 148 
Fairchild, • Immigration" pp 297 
Kirkpatric, "Fundamentals of Society" pp 115 
The position of organized religion, on the part of 
#1 the leading Protestant churches and allied organizations, per-
haps is best voiced in the declaration of principles, popular-
ly known as •The Social Creed of the Churches." Adopted at 
the quadrennial meeting of the Federal Council of Churche s of-
Christ in America in 1908., this creed has been a storm ce"tt t er 
ever since about which battle royal has been raged not only 
by most of the thirty one denominations of churches included 
in the Federal Council of Churches but by such organiz~tions 
#2 as the Young Women's Christian Association which have adopted 
the creed as their statement of policy. Later reports and · 
#4 
statements of various religious bodies however have maintained 
these ideals of social justice as those upon which the church 
must build her program. 
This Creed and statements issued later by various 
religious organizations involve definite and revolutionary 
changes not only in the content of teaching often found in 
vogue but also in the form of activities in the community to 
which the church must commit herself. Programs already in 
operation are an indication that the readjustment has already 
begun, in which the needs of the community as a whole are to 
be ~he guiding basis• 
Studies of the field from this point of view find 
their climax in the Survey undertaken by the Inter Church World 
Movement. This, in its type and scope, shows the church def-
initely facing the whole range of city problems as a part of 
her task. 
#l Ward, "The Social Creed of the Churches" pp 5 
#2 Report of Biennial Convention of the National Young Women's 
Christian Association, Cleveland, 1920. Commission on Social 
Relationships. 
#3 Ward, "The New Social Order" pp 337,350,334 
22. 
#4 World Survey, American Volume, InterChurch World Movement, pp 17-S? 
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III. 
Types of Leadership Demanded for City Programs. 
I. Present Agencies Demanding Leadership . 
1. Secular Agencies with religious idealism 
(1) Secular welfare agencies essentially religious 
An attempt to list the agencies in our cities which 
are definitely committed to programs intended to meet some 
phase or phases of the problems presented by the city, such 
as those listed in this paper, would prove an almost endless 
#l task. A glance at directories compiled for this purpose in 
the larger cities is evident proof. Lists of national organ-
izations promoting similar programs are 'likewise formidable. 
No such an attempt seems within the scope of this discussion 
but to it'gnore these agencies is to omit a field demanding 
leadership which can not be classified as non religious. 
The fact that social welfare work is essentially 
religious has been recognized by most of our leaders in social 
and philanthropic enterprises , Of this their writings are slif.-
#2 ficient evidence. In his introduction to "Social and Prevent-
ative Philanthropy", Joseph Lee states definitely and with em-
phasis that the common object which unites so many and varied 
types of philanthropic effort is "the protection and cultiva-
tion of the spiritual element in the individual and in commun-
i ties whom they seek to benec6i t". This he holds is to be ac-
complished through "the encouragement and facilitation of ita 
expression in concrete and definite achievement." 
#l "A Directory of Charitable and Beneficent Organizations of 
Boston", Compiled by the Associated Charities of Boston, The 
Old Corner Book Store, Inc., 1914 
#2 Joseph E. Lee, "Constructive and Preventative Philanthropy" 
pp ; l 
The first sentence of Devine's "The Family and 
#l Social Work" reads - "This Volume is written to make clear 
the essentially religious ch~racter of religious work.• He 
then proceeds to develop the idea that social work is some-
th i ng more and better than applied biology or economics, 
that it is "fundamentally applied religion• based upon the 
fundamental ideas of the value of the individual, a sense 
#2 
#3 
#4 
of hUman brotherhood and God as the Father of all mankind. 
The works of Jane Addams and Mary E. Richmond breath the 
spirit of Christian charity from cover to cover. Ida M. 
Cannon . traces the development of modern social hospital 
work to the early beginnings of Christian ministry to the 
#5 sick in the first centuries. The words of Lillian Wold tn 
her story of "The House on Henry Street" ---"the poor and 
the unemployed, the sick, the helpless and the bewildered, 
unable to articulate their woe, are with us in great number,• 
somehow associate with gospel pictures of the multitudes who 
flocked about the Master moving His Heart with compassion. 
(2) Types of secular welfare agencies and need 
of leadership 
Tw:cv general divisions are made in social welfare 
agencies, ~A) Pub~ic,(B) Private. This is based not so much 
upon the type of work done as the method of support and man-
agement. 
#l Devine, Edward T., "The Family and Social Work" pp l - 20 
#2 ~dams, "Twenty Years at Hull House," "The Spirit of Youth in 
the City Streets," "Newer Ideals for Peace.• 
24. 
#3 Richmond, "Friendly Visiting Among the Poor," "The Good Neigh-
bor" "Social Diagnosis" 
#4 Cannon, 
#5 Wald, "The House on Henry Street" pp 249-254 
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A. Public Agencies are those supported by the people 
as a whole under some form of the Povernment. The whole list of 
public institutions from our great educational system to alms 
houses may therefore be included in the list of public welfare 
#l agencies serving the city. From the pen of men who are leaders 
ih the new municipal movement come the highest of Christian i -
#2 dealism and an appeal for trained, unsel~ish leadership. Few 
#3 standards and little genuine training are recognized as the 
greatest hindrance to efficient municipal administration of 
matters affecting most intimately the welfare of the people. 
#4 The field of city work is pointed out as "a field for service 
making a strong appeal to young men and women of ability." 
B. Private Agencies are those conducted by a group 
of citizens, large or small, and supported in some way by 
funds supplied by private individuals. Institutions of various 
sorts - schools, homes, settlements, etc., as well as myriad 
societies for the promulgation of worth while ideals, the pro-
tection of ce:Ctain groups, might me here listed. 
(l) Many of these are local in scope of organ-
ization. The type of activity and quality of service depends 
entirely upon the local leadership which is back of them. That 
there is great need of better trained leaders in many of these 
organizations is very evident to one who has come at all close-
ly i nto touch with the philanthropic activities of a large city. 
#l Convngton, "How to Help," pp 33-38 
#2 Cooie, "Our Cities Awake" - pp 4.3. 70, 71 
#3 Zueblin, "American Municipal Progress," pp 1,2 
#4 Beard, "American City Government• pp 5-20 
(20 Those agencies which have back of them 
a national organization are usually carrying on a more care-
fully developed program because of the overhead supervision 
afforded. They are often better supplied with workers be-
cause of some general plan of leadership development. Such 
#l organizations inclu4e The American Red Cross with its plans 
#2 for health education and conservation, Community Service In-
corporated, with a program organized around the "leisure 
'#3 time" ideal, The National Social Unit Organization, whereby 
special experiments were made, notably in Cincinnati, in or-
ganizing community life and activities around the city block 
as a unit. Other organizations such as trade unions, the 
Consumers League, etc., might well be included in this list. 
2. Distinctly Religious Organizations with Social 
Welfare Programs 
Turning to the distinctly religious type of or-
ganization with a program and statement of ideals de finitely 
recognized as religious, first stands out - the local church. 
(l) The Local Church - has been in the field 
longer than any other religious agency and is parent and 
foundation stone on which the others are builded. Having 
grown up with the city we find types of churches corre spond-
ing more or less cl osely to the types of urban communities 
previously listed. 
#l "Health Centers" Red Cross Pamphlet, pp 4 
#2
3 
"Gommunity Service" Bulletin #96, pp 3 
.f "The survey" Nov. 1919 , .pp 116 Article by Edward T. Devine 
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A. The Traditional Community Type Church may 
be in the better part of the city or in that which was forme~­
ly the aristocratic section. Money and social prestige make 
its resources great and its possible equipment of the best. 
' 
Too often the old church is lost in a new community, over- . 
whelmed with a foreign speaking population or transient float-
ing groups who have come in with the retrogression of the once 
"best part of town." Many times business has crowded even the 
most transient group away from the old stone church. A~y of 
these condi tiona have made necessary the struggle to compete 
with the Residential Churches in the suburbs, many of them the 
daughters of the Down Town Church 
B. Racial types have called forth on the part 
of Protestantism more or less feeble attempts to meet the sit-
uation by Missions and Foreign Language Churches, usually with 
some program of social service. 
c. Industrial Communities according to their 
homogenuity have develpped the middle class Family Church, u-
ually poor and struggling but full of young life and the re-
f ore a most promising fie l d. 
D. The Polyglot Community, often the present 
environment of the"Down Town Church", is finding an open door 
in so far as the church in its midst has become an Institu-
tional Church. 
N8xt to the local church in its confusing array of 
denominational variances and overlappings come its supporting 
organizations. 
27. 
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(2) The varied Church Extension Societies, City 
Mission and Denominational Boards collect funds and administer 
most of the work carried on by their respective denominations 
among the foreign speaking groups, in the decadent centers and 
where new work is being opened up. Much of the recruiting of 
leadership is carried on by these bodies. 
A City Department of Home Mission Boards is found 
under the leading denominations which in a supervisory way as 
well as financially is initiating and amplifying needed activ-
ities. 
(3) Interdenominational a~ncies have a unifying 
influence on the activities of the various local organizations 
for religious work. They are often able to pioneer in certain 
lines of service and open the way for other organizations . 
Their program oalls for a wide range of social religious work 
and many workers. The Salvation Army and the Young Women's 
Christian Association and the Young Men's Christian Associ.a..,;, 
tion are the most prominent organizations of this class. As 
co-operating and supplementary agencies they fill an important 
place in the religious life of the city. 
3. Co-ordination of the Work of Various Agencies into 
City Movements. 
The need of co-ordination of these varied social 
and religious agencies has been more and more keenly recognized 
and a number of attempts made to bring about a unified program 
·among these overlapping organizations. 
#l, 2 (l) The Social Center Plan makes the school the 
#3 
unit about which all community activities cluster. This was 
first tried out in Rochester, N. Y. and developed to an ex-
tent with success. In several cases a Community House has 
been built to minister to the needs of the community as a 
whole. The success of this plan has not been wide enough to 
demonstrate its value as a workable solution of community 
problems. 
The Central Council of Social Agencies, under 
various local names, is an attempt to co-ordinate the work 
of agencies devoted to technical social work but the plan 
often includes the social welfare work of churches and other 
religious organizations. 
The Community Council Movement, is an outgrowth 
of the National Council of Defence in War Times, its avowed 
purpose being "to make residents real community members" 
(a) In the church this community movement has 
found expression in a Federation of Chur ches usually affili-
ated with the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in Amer-
ica. This plan provides for a central Council usually com-
pose·d of representati vee from the evangelical religious a-
gencies of the community. With an executive secretary it 
carries on various phases of religious and social work. In 
making surveys and commission studies, in initiating commun~ 
ity wide enterprises to be carried on by the religious organ-
izations of a city, the local church federation is making a 
valuable contribution. 
fl Ward, "The Social Center,• pp 209- 216 
#2 Felton, •serving the . Neighborhood,• pp 
#3 Guild, "Community Programs for Co- operating Churches," pp 5-30 
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Religious Education is usually a department of the 
work of the local church federation but it is coming to be 
felt more and more that this is too important a work to be 
carried on as a mere department of any organization. 
(3) The Community Council of Religious Education 
has therefore developed to meet the growing demand for an ad-
equate program of religious education. This co-operates with 
the Federation of Churches where that organization is in ac-
tion and in other cases takes over such of its functions as 
can be incorporated into the program of religious education. 
It is the most extensive and complete plan yet evolved for 
co-ordinating the religious activities of a city and develop-
ing leadership to carry out the same. 
II. Fields of Activity Included in the Programs of Present 
Agencies for Religious-Social Welfare 
30. 
A careful study of reports, programs, year-books, 
etc., personal interviews or correspondence with representa-
tives of Home. Mission and Sunday School Boards of the follow-
ing denominations: - Methodist Episcopal, BaPtist, Congrega~ 
tional, Presbyterian and Unitarian Churches, also the Federal 
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, the Young Wom-
en's Christian Association and the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation, have led to the following classification of activ-
ities in operation or being planned by the religious forces 
of the city. Conclusions as to types of leadership needed 
are also the outgrowth of thi s st~dy. 
31. 
1. Educational Activities 
(l) Elementary Education -
Supplementing the work of the public schools are 
many schools and classes offering e.lementary subjects to 
special groups unable to avail themselves of the public school 
system. 
A. Night Schools for foreign speaking peoples 
and industrial workers. It is being found necessary to main-
tain such schools even where the public night school is avail-
able because of the overstrenuous program or unsympathetic ap-
proach of the latter. 
B. Visiting teachers going to_ the homes. 
Many foreign speaking women, mothers of large .o: families, can 
be reached with educational work only by sending teachers to 
them, so that in some places a real system of home teaching 
has been developed. 
c. Institutions for children, and girls and 
boys who cannot attend public school, maintain classes in ele-
mentary subjects. 
(2) Vocational Training, supplemental to that 
given in the public schools and as an aid to further advance-
ment for boys and girls in industry, commonly is offered in 
all settlement houses, institutional churches, children's 
homes, rescue and reformatory institutions. 
Its scope is broad , including in the list of sub-
jects offered - Domestic Science (cooking, canning and pre-
serving, marketing, housekeeping, sewing, dressmaking, mil-
linery), Home Nursing, Care of Children, Farming and Garden-
ing, Carpentry, Cobbling, Weaving, Basketry and Raffia Work, 
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Rug Making, Electrical Work, Radio Operation. Commercial trai~ 
ing, bookkeeping, stenography and typing, and salesmanship are 
oftem provided. 
(3) Cultural Education is made available to a large 
part of our industrial groups and foreign speaking peoples only 
as it is furnished by some special agency as the settlement or 
church. · The tendency has been to put so much emphasis upon ele-
mentary and voaational training that the importance of satisfy-
ing cultural needs has been largely overlooked by both public 
and private agencies. Now, there seems to be. a happy reaction 
setting in. 
A. Music forms a particularly pop~ar and im-
portant part in the educational program of religious-social 
welfare activities. This is offered to students individually 
and in classes, often the opportunity for practice having to 
be provided as well as the actual lessons. From class work, 
both vocal and instrumental, the programs broaden to choruses, 
community singing and concerts, operettas and festivals, with 
occasional "Special artist" concerts and programs of varied 
sorts. 
B. The World of Literature is being opened 
up to groupe in clubs and classes, industrial boys and girls, 
foreign speaking folk in particular, whose thirsty minds 
drink in this wealth untold and undreamede Story telling, 
an art in itself, is being used not only with children but 
older folk as well. Its use ranges from story periods to 
great and elaborate story-telling festivals. 
c. Dramatics form a valuable part of cultural 
educati on as a means of teaching many truths. The range is 
all the way from impromptu interpretations to plays r i valing 
the professional. The play houses connected with some settle-
ment houses and the numerous dramatic clubs have made large 
contribution• in raising the level of the taste of the young 
people participating. 
D. Instruction in painting, drawing and 
sculpture is a much appreciated form of education many se ttle-
ment classes offer. Trips to art museums, beauty spots, fa-
mous buildings, lectures and art exhibits all are being used 
to cultivate an appreciat i on of the work of the great masters. 
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E. Pageantry is an art fast gaining in popu-
lari ty, especially for symbolic religious and patriotic ex-
pression. The wide range of poesi bili t~·es in the use of every 
art and of large groups of people make it most valuable. Es-
pecially in community undertakings, diversified groups of 
people are united in this form of expression of some great 
truth through its varied channels of cultural interpretation. 
(4) Physical Education especially during and since 
the war has been coming into prominence with the realization 
of the necessity of teaching our young folk how to keep physic-
ally fit for life in peace times as well as war. Institutions 
fully equipped with gymnasium and swimming pool and all the 
latest appliances and those which have no special equipment 
all are making prominent the work in physical training, through 
classes, lectures, individual instruction, summer c&ap work , 
exhibits, etc. 
(5) Social and Civic Education is having recogni-
tion as an important need in every group of our social life. 
It holds a place in the church school~ in young people's so-
cieties and clubs, forming an integral part of the religious 
educational program. The forum is proving a most practical 
means of bringing people together in the discussion of such 
subjects. Night schools are making classes in civics and 
citizenship a part of their curriculum. Not enly in the for-
eign speaking section where new candidates for citizenship 
are to be found but also in the old stock Amerioari communi-
ties, classes for the interpretation of citizenship responsi-
bilities are in demand. 
(6) Religious Education as a great movement is _ 
sweeping the country. Ita field in the city includes every 
phase of life here touched. Technically, it anticipates a 
system of education in the great truths and ideals of re-
ligion dual with our state system of secular education. Its 
program includes in instruction - the Bible, Christian Eth-
fcs, Religion, Missions, Church History and Expressional Ac-
tivttiesw Its special range is first within the home, sec-
ond the church. Eta mission is to all ages but especially 
the youth, th~ whole 53,575,040 of them in the bounds of the 
United States. 
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2. Corrective and Remedial Work. 
Accepting Henderson's old classification - "The 
#l Three D s", Dependents, Defectives and Delinquents , the so-
cial-religious welfare work of the city can well be classi-
#2 
fied. 
(l) Dependent groups include the sick, the aged, 
the destitute and any other persons dependent upon sources 
normally outside thei:r resources for care and assistance. 
Our great cities offer an ample field for the expression of 
Christian sympathy in out-door-relief, providing employment, 
food, clothing, shelter, medical attention and friendly as-
sistance of every sort. 
The great chain of Goodwill Industries has been 
strung clear across the country largely in response to the 
needs of this group. Other local enterprises of a similar 
nature offer through the church and allied religious bodies 
relief and assistance in every type of misfortune and suf-
fering. 
Indoor institutions in great number offer insti~ 
tutional oare in the name of Christianity- orphanages, 
baby folds, day nurseries, kindergartens, homes for the 
aged, for convalescents, for "down and outs", hospitals of 
every sort, dispensaries and infirmaries. 
#1 He.nderson, "Dependents, Defectives and Delinquents." 
12 Report- "The Goodwill Industries Group," The Council of 
Cities of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Fourth Annual 
Meeting, 1921. · 
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(2) The Defective groups, the insane, the feeble..;. 
minded, the blind, the deaf and dumb, and the crippled or de-
formed physically come more directly under the care of the 
state but some institutions, as nurseries for blind babies, 
scnools for the crippled children, etc., are maintained by 
private organizations of a religious nature, Perhaps the 
most valuable service along this line is that of co-operation 
with state agencies in discovering and placing defective in-
dividuals and in the giving of mental tests. 
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(3) Delinquent classes are to suo~ an extent com-
posed of the youth of the city that a large share of the ac-
tivities in their behalf are coming rightly under social-re-
ligious welfare work. The Big Brother and Big Sister Movement, 
Juvenile Court, Probati.on and Parole Work, as well. as Rescue 
Missions, Homes for Delinquent Girls and Boys, Reformatory and 
Prison visitation are activities carried on by churches and 
allied organizations • 
3. Protective .Work 
Far greater in significance than remedial or relief 
measures are those for the protection of those who are exposed 
to dangers which make them liable victims of crime, disease or 
ignorance. 
(l) The first duty resting upon society and the 
church in particular i~ the protection of childhood, not alone 
#l those children whom chance has placed in cultured Christian 
homes but all the children of all the people, born with an e-
qual right to "life ·, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," 
A. The physical welfare of the child is be-
ing safe-guarded by the work of visiting nurses, pre- natal 
care, bapy clinics, milk stations, classes for mothers , ex-
hibi ts and contests in child development. Clinics and in-
firmar ies are established' to protect the child from prevent-
-
abl e defects in teeth, eyes , ears, etc. Hours of time are 
spent by social- rel i gious workers in seeing that children 
have the advantages of these agencies. Clubs, playgrounds, 
playrooms, summer camps are doing splendid supplemental 
work in physical care of the children fortunate enough to 
come within their range. 
Legislative protect i on of the child as to oppor-
tunity for school i ng, hours and kinds of labor, exposure to 
evil influences, etc. , are issues which are demanding the 
attention of religious- social welfare workers more and more. 
#l Athearn, "The Organization and Administration of the Chureh 
School, " pp 266 
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B. The moral protection of the child can come 
only as he is fitted to withstand the influences of evil which 
are about him from the days of his cradle. This devolves upon 
religious-social institutions lor a large majority of the chil-
dren. The home and the school have failed to give the ideals 
which motivate right conduct in many oases. The church, the 
church school, the week-day school of religion, and allied ac-
tivities are reaching only a fraction of the children of the 
#l United States. Of the 53,575,040 under twenty-five years of 
age, 69.3% are not reoeiv.ing any systematic instruction in 
religion, probably one-half of these children are of our own 
#2 urban population. The Indiana Survey of Religious Education 
revealed that, in the two counties studied, 48.6% of the urban 
population under twenty-one years of age were enrolled ~n Sun-
day Schools with an average attendance of every other Sunday 
-- thus justifying the above supposition. 
#l 
#2 
(2) Protective work for the Home Life of the City 
is as fundamental as any problem which faces the city worker. 
Here social life begins and first impressions are forever em-
bedded. 
Many acute problems call for combat moat strongly 
on the ground of the protection of the home. Included are 
those of :- overcrowding, poor housing, exorbitant rates for 
necessities of life accompanied by a lower rate of wages, 
high nervous tension, laxity of moral standards and divorce. 
The Inter Church Survey, American Volume, 
The Indiana Survey of Religious Education, 
pp 210 
pp 
38. 
Two departments of the church school are directed 
#l especially toward meeting the needs of the home, the Cradle 
Roll and the Home Department. Home visitation, mothers 1 
clubs, mother and daughter and father and son banquets and 
rallies, church family programs, care of children during 
#2 church services, better home exhibits, model tenement pro-
jects are among the activities planned for the protection of 
home life. 
#3 Housing and sanitation legislation, pure food 
laws, better and more uniform marriage~nd divorce measures 
are receiving more attention by social-religious organiza-
tions, as a necessary means of making possible better home 
life. 
(3) The Immigrant group is one needing much pro-
tection and calling forth varied activities for that purpose . 
From the port of entry, where private information bureaus, · 
language assistants, provision for physical comfort and spir-
itual encouragement supplement the work of the government, 
to the place of assimilation into the American population 
every step or the way calls for special activities -- legal 
advice-, employment bureaus, traveler's aids, temporary shelt-
er, homes for girls, all the varieties of service found in 
foreign speaking settlements and churches. The immigrant 
#4 worker's activities are largely protective, against the a-
buses of •private banks,• land sharks, injustice in the 
courts, exploitation by political and industrial "bosses," 
the demoralizing influence of cheap amusement places, etc. 
#=l 
#=2 
#3 
#4 
Athearn, "The Church School," pp 44-45 
Diffenderfer, "The Church and the Community," 
Gope, "Religious Education in the Church," pp 
Abbott, "The Immigrant and the Community," pp 
pp 91-115 
211-220 
69,81,137 
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(4) For the protection of the industrial worker, 
activities include boarding homes for young women and young 
men in industry, opportunities for wholesome recreation, va-
cation camps, etc., but more than this the inculcating and 
promulgating of the great ideals of social justice, industri-
al democracy and the un~versal application of the golden 
rule. The opportunity for free discussion in class groups 
and forum, noon meetings and "soap box orato~• all come under 
this heading. Surveys of the actual situation in an industry 
the securing of protective legislation, especially as to min-
imum wage, hours and types of labor and working conditions, 
come within the scope of the cities• religious welfare activ-
ities. 
4. General Social Welfare. 
(l) Health. 
Relief activities such as those of the hospital, 
#l and technical physical educational work do not cover the 
field of physical well-being. A broad, all inclusive pro-
gram of health is in execution in some places, including 
many activities leading toward the development of an attitude 
of mind which realizes the oneness of the whole being, mind, 
body and soul. The creation of public sentiment for such 
matters as "the single standard" of morals for both sexes, 
recognition of scientific facts of eugenics, the maintenance 
of the highest of health standard for the whole community-
all this is included in the ne•v religious-social programs. 
Its expression is found in surveys of health, sanitation and 
standards of living in the community coupled with definite 
#l Cope, "Religious Education in the Church," pp 190- 200 
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campaigns to abolish harmful conditions and institute better 
living facilities. 
( 2) Recreation 
41. 
As a type of general welfare act i vities, Recrea-
tion may be called twin sister to the Health Movement. Too 
long the church has hid her head in the sand so far as· the 
question of commercialized amusements are oonaermed, thereby 
thinking she was solving the problem, while her young people 
slipped away into the dance halls and cheap theatres in sear9h 
of satisfaction for perfectly normal instincts. A new recog-
#l ni tion of the necessity for recreation, distinguishing recre-
ation from mere amusement, has brought about in the religious 
agencies (as yet the Y. W. c. A. and the Y. M. c. A. more 
than the church) an,; adjusted attitude in the insistence that 
All the people have a chance to play. Consequently, play-
grounds with equipment for group games such as baseball, bas-
ketball and tenni s, and recreation halls where wholesome ga~es 
progrwns, theatricals and movies, and in some instances care-
fully regulated dancing 1 are ~ppearing more prominently in 
religious- social programs. 
Special activities combining recreation and educa-
tion are being undertaken to ppen the way for more extens i ve 
work under religious and social agencies. Such are "Commun-
ity Days," Story Telling Festivals, Children's Week Programs, 
Communi ty Christmas Trees, Pageants, etc. 
Surveys of recreational facilities and exhibits to 
indicate conditions and possibilities are being undertaken as 
a part of many programs. 
#1 Cope, "Religious Education in the Church 1 " pp 156-158 
. III. Types of Leadership Needed in order to Carry out the 
Plans for Religious- Social Welfare Work According to 
Present Programs. 
Coupled with practically every discussion of ideals 
and activities included in the programs of Social- Religious 
#l organizations is to be found a statement as to the needs of 
leadership and an appeal for volunteers~ both as professional 
full time workers and as leisure time assistants. From a 
study of these programs and oalls for leadership, the follow-
ing classification of types needed has been made. 
1. Executi vee 
Every organization with a definite purpose and 
#l program must have a hand at the helm capable to steer the 
#2 
course safely, wisely and intelligently. Thus is found a 
great and varying need for executive leadership. 
Community Co-operative organizations such as the 
local Church Federation, the City Council of Religious Edu-
cation, social welfare affiliations as the Associated Char-
ities, the Social Unit Plan, etc., as well as Church boards 
and city mission societies all call for specialized leader-
shi p. 
Each institution, hospital, home, school, settle-
ment, must have its executive head. In no place is executive 
leadership more impo~tant than in the church. Here we list 
the pastor, the director of religious education, departmental 
heads, officers of the church school and other organizati ons 
in the shur ch as sub-executives. 
#l Guild, •Community Programs for Co- operating Churches," pp 193 
#2 Cope, "Religious Education in the Church , " pp 68 
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2. Educational Workers 
In addition to their classification as general 
executives, many of the above named must also be included 
in particular fields of activity. The director of relig-
ious education belongs pre-eminently to the field of edu-
cation. In the case of the minister, teaching by preach-
#l ing is his prerogative. Cope says "Preaching is Teaching 
because it is founded on fundamental ed~cational processes.• 
Modern church programs call for this kind of a preacher. 
The profession of Director of Religious Educa-
tion is one rapidly coming into prominence. The demand is 
great for persons, technically trained, to develop an edu-
cational program for the local church and other organiza-
tions such as the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. as well 
as for community and city plans. 
For the whole range of activities in a religious-
social program there are included teachers of kindergarten, 
elementary subjects, English for foreigners, music, art, lit-
erature, social science, civics, arts and crafts, trades, 
physical education, and religious education. 
"Minister of Music" is a term coming to be ap-
plied to the music director in many religious educational 
systems where the value and dignity of that service is right-
ly appreciated. 
The officers of the church school and the depart-
mental heads as well as teachers are to be listed as educa-
tional workers. 
#l Cope, •Religious Education in the Church," pp 68 
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:/1=1 The work of publicity specialists is called for in 
city-wide programs. 
Where t~e church school is organized on modern ed-
ucational lines and in those places where the day church 
school has been initiated the position of teacher is one of 
greatest importance and the need for trained workers, equal 
in their equipment to the public school teacher, is very 
great and urgent. 
3. Group _Specialists 
Group specialists are educational workers in their 
own field. Such are baby welfare workers, children's workers, 
bOyS I WOrkers, and girls I WOrkers 1 young people. I 8 WOrkers, 
nationality workers, and industrial workers. These must know 
the educational psychol·ogy of their own group and particular 
methods adapted to their special needs. 
4. Community Work 
Workers for certain types of community service are 
needed in many programs, especially people to do home visita-
tion. These include parish visitors, Home Department and 
Cradle Roll visitors, visiting nurses and houseke~pers, home 
teachers, language and racial workers. 
5. Social Welfare Workers 
The various lines of social welfare service call 
for many workers. Medical workers in dispensaries and in 
home visitation, friendly visitors in homes, hospitals, 
schools and state institutions. Survey experts and social 
investigators are needed wherever the survey is made the ba-
sis of program building. Juvenile Court workers, parole and 
#l Guild, "Community Programs for Co- operating Churches," pp 176 
#2 Young, "Week Day Religious Education," pp 7,8,9 . 
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probation officers, both professional and volunteer, "Big 
Brothers" and "Big Sisters" are called for in increasing num-
bers. Recreational directors . for indoor and outdoor work 
are much in demand as are advisors and directors for club 
work as, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Girl Reserves, etc. 
Vocational and employment directors are needed in the insti-
tutional programs for community service. 
6. Institutional Workers 
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The varied types of institutions within the church 
and allied organizations are searching for workers who will 
approach their task with the religious-social ideal view 
poin~ for such positions as institutional managers, dietitians, 
matrons, nurses and attendants. 
7. Secretarial Workers 
Every program calls for secretaries with good busi-
ness training and organizing ability but in addition the prep-
aration to approach the task f-rom the religious educational 
angle. Included in this list are private secretaties for ex-
ecutives in religious educational work, church secretaries, 
church school secretaries, both general and departmental, and 
office secretaries for institutions of various sorts. 
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IV. Sources of Leadership and Means of Training now Available. 
The need of leadership, the inadequacy of the sup-
ply and of the preparation for their task of many workers now 
in the field is a subject found on the pen of every one writing 
upon the problems of religious-social work. 
1. Social Welfare Leadership 
This fact holds f o r technical social work as ~ell as 
:/fl religious work·. Todd calls attention to the need of more and 
better trained workers in the ·field of technical social work, 
showing that as a result of a questionaire in one city, not 
one-half of the. paid social workers had rece~ved any scientif-
ic training for their work. This he takes to be fairly typic-
al. He accounts for the condition partly by the fact that 
Training Schools for Social Workers ate scarcely a decade old. 
For the training of professional leadership in so-
. 
cial work, schools now exist in fair number, usually as a de~ 
partment of or closely raffiliated with universities near 
large cities. 
An apprenticeship system for training semiprofes-
sional and volunteer workers exists to some extent, notable 
in the Red Cross Home Service Department. Family Welfare and 
relief organizations such as the Associated Charities train 
their volunteer workers by means of weekly conferences, ooca-
sional institutes and directed reading with supervised field 
work. 
#1,#2 Todd, "The scientific Spirit and Social Work," pp 126- 131 ,181 
2. Leadership for Religious-Social Work. 
(l) Professional Leadership. 
In the statement of proposed plans and policies 
#l for city work, the InterChurch World Survey, American Volume, 
concludes with a seotion the heading of which is "Above All 
Leadership." A leadership is specified which "measures so-
cial problems against a definite code of Christian values, 
which is c i ty-minded, trained in the city, - specialized and 
supervised training for leaders of both sexes." 
#2 
#3 
Statements issued by the different denominational 
boards, applying especially to professional servi ce, are exG 
ceedingly strong first as to the sort of persons needed for 
leadership, second as to the numbers demanded. Of the num-
ber. of men needed to simply keep the ranks from shrinking in 
the Methodist Episcopal ministry only about one-half were en-
tering thaD form of service at the beginning of the great 
Centenary Movement in 1918. In a statement issued by the 
Congregational Society, we read: "Had we not drawn largely 
from other denominations in recent years many of our churches 
must have gone pastorless," 30% having come from other de-
nominations in 1920. 
It has been estimated that in working toward the 
dual system of state and church schools in the United States 
the next five years would see a demand from the church for at 
least 100,000 professionally trained college graduates for 
the teaching program. That the source for recruits for this 
great field of service is the young people of the church, es-
#1 The InterChurch World Survey, American Volume, pp 45 
#2 Crawford, "Vocations Within the Church," pp 78 1 185 
#3 Athearn, "A National sYstem of Education," pp 117,120 
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peciall y those receiving college training, is evident. Life 
Service Commissions and Personnel Workers are putting before 
#1 the& these professions that th~y may be considered together 
with the numerous offerings of law, medicine and business. 
#2 Opportunities for professional training a re being 
provided 
1, by research and graduate schools in religious 
education in connection with our great universities 
2, by departments of religious education in church 
colleges and universities. 
Thus we find the training of the professi onal work-
er not within the scope of this paper. 
(2) Volunteer Leadership 
Volunteer leadership is distinguished from profes-
sional, not so much by the type of work, as the amount of time 
to be given and the fact that it is not undertaken from the 
angle of a voc~tion. 
Much of the work of the church has been and is to-
day carried on by volunteer lay ·~ leaae~ship. With the expand-
ing program this must yet continue to be tr~e to a large ex-
tent. Infinite possibilities lie within thi s field as a 
source for leadership. A prominent leader in religious edu-
#3 cation.says: "T~e efficiency 6f the modern church depends on 
lay service, therefore it must be evident that there can be 
48. 
no more efficiency in the church than there is in its workers." 
#1 Crawford, "Vocations within the Church," pp 78,185 
#2 Athearn,"A National System of Education," pp 117,120 
#3 Mitchel, "The Church Staff, its Place and Function, " pp 30, 
in the Report of the Annual Meeting of the Council of Cities 
of the M. E. Church, 1921, Buffalo, N. Y. 
The problem of how to develop an efficient lay lead-
#l ership is before the church today. In the field of Sunday 
School teaching where perhaps the most volunteer leadership 
has been given we find as result of surveys that inefficiency 
and lack of training are in a large measure responsible for 
the low educational standards and· poor results which we face. 
#2 If the Indiana Survey may be taken as a revelation of typical 
condi tiona - the average Sunday School teacher is a mature 
person of limited education (more than one-half having not 
finished High School and one-fourth having not had any High 
School work), This average teacher is also carrying at least 
two other types of responsibility in the church and is re-
ceiving no training whatever for the work of a teacher. 
#3 The ideal of training fo r Sunday School teachers, 
nevertheless, is almost a century old, having had its first 
inception in a set of small books issued for that purpose by 
the American Sunday School Union in 1824. A continuously ex-
panding program for training of teachers in Sunday School work 
both locally and in wider territory has extended to the pres-
ent time. These plansand attempts include,- the issuing of 
text books and courses of study with diplomas, badges, certif-
icates, etc., granted for the completion of the work. Much 
of the earlier material was hastily prepared, unaqademic and 
49. 
#1 "Religious Education for the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A." 
pamphiet issued by the Board of Publication and Sabbath School 
Work. . 
#2 Athearn, "The Indiana Survey of Religious Education,• pp 16,17 
#3 Encyclopedia of Sunday Schools and Religious Education, Vol. 
III, pp 1074 
#l inadequate. While courses were conducted~ summer institutes 
://=2 
held and many teacher training classes formed, no great per-
manent value seems to ha~e resulted. 
In 1914 the Commission on Education of the Inter-
national Sunday School Association reported~ as a result of 
careful investigation, that study courses had not greatly in-
creased the efficiency of our schools , and that 51% of those 
who started the courses did not even complete them. 
#3 , #4 In the meantime a new ideal has been taking poe-
session of the church until it has amounted to a great move-
ment, the object of which is the adequate religious education 
of all the people on the basis of the highest educational 
standards and the most fundamental Christian ideals. 
#l Encyclopedia of Sunday Schools and Religious Education, Vol. 
III, pp 1074 
#2 Athearn, "The City Institute for Rel i gious Teachers," Preface 
#3 Religious Education and American Democracy, Educational Bul-
letin, 1919, No. l 
#4 Betts, "The New Program of Religious Education,• pp 9,23 
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IV. 
Leadership Trai~ing in a City System of Religious Educa-. 
tion. 
I. City Systems of Religious Education, Based on a Community 
Council of Religious Education. 
As.a local basis for religious educational work some 
comm~nity wide form of organization has been found quite essen-
tial. Various propositions for community organization have 
been brought forward and tried out to an extent. 
#1 Jackson would include with and as a part of his Com-
munity Center plan the development of religious education a-
#2 round the public schools. Others who conceive of religion only 
as the expression of good will in social relationships make 
various community organizations for fellowship and mutual aid 
the foundation for the development of what they consider re-
#3 ligious education. Many of the church leaders while recogniz-
ing the distinct and peculiar function of religious education 
would delegate the work to the various local churches of the 
community as independent untita co-ordinating it only in ita 
social expression through existing community social welfare 
organizations, as a Council of Social and Community Agencies. 
An increasing number of leaders, to whom the re-
ligious educational movement is something more than a co-ord-
inati o~ of existing religious and social activities, have seen 
the need of a definite and distinct organization of the commu~ 
#1 Jackson, "A Communi ty Church," pp 199,304 
"A Community Center, What it is and How to Organize 
It," pp 86,101 
#2 Har~,"Community Organization," pp 213,215,216 
#3 Diffendorfer, "The Church and the Community," pp 30,31 
#4 Cope, "Education for Democracy," pp 212-216 
#5 Winchester, "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 134,141 
#6,Athearn, "Religious Education an~ American Democracy," pp 149-181 
BOSTON UNIVE ITY 
COLLE.GE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
UB~ARY 
it y around the ideal of the development of the spiritual life 
through as complete a system of religious education as of gen-
eral education. Such organizations have been formed and are 
in operation in various parts of this country. Of some it may 
be said that they have passed the experimental s tage and become 
#l an established factor in the community, notably the Malden 
Council of Religious Education which i s now ent ering its sev-
enth year as a corporate organization. While the organiza-
#2 tion of the City Council of Religious Eduqation must be built 
around the churches, yet the princ i ple of voluntary associa-
tion of Christian citizens has been found more effect i ve than 
that of official affiliation through some plan of delegated 
representation. Thus each member of the organization repre-
#3 sents the whole community and "special pleaders for vested 
i nterest a" are avoided. 
The development of a religious educational pro-
gr~n in a city necessitates a permanent basis in the organiza-
tion ~hich is to carry it out. To insure this, many commun-
ity councils of religious education have become incorporated 
as educational institutions. Thus financial responsibility 
is definitely assumed by the organization and a financial pol-
ioy is developed which insure s needed equipment, professional 
leadership and suitable buildings to carry on the work. 
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#1 Malden Council of Religious Education, Inc. Bulletin, 19~2, No. 2 
#2 Winchester, "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 146, 148 
#3 Athearn ~ "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 151-155 
Problema of the city and the multitude of orga~ 
izatione with programs developed in the attempt to meet the 
same make it evident that the City Council of Religious Ed-
ucation must be developed on a broad plan of co-operation 
#l if it is to function properly. The churches must federate 
every resource for the great task of reaching the community 
with'an adequate program of religious education. No denom-
inational lines must be drawnv The organization must de-
velop from the point of view of the needs of the entire com-
munity with the utmost freedom from ecclesiastical, insti-
tutional and commerc i al control. 
J/:2 
In the development of the . program for a City 
Council of Religious Education the most accepted plan is 
to appoint commissions for a careful s tudy of the needs 
of the community and the possible types of program for the 
Council to undertake. These commissions usually include 
the study of leadership training problems, · week-day relig~ 
ious schools, community music, pageantry and art, social 
and religious surveys, etc. 
Out of these studies a program is developed a-
long various lines of community service. One most typical 
is given as it suggests so many of the listed types of lead-
ership needed 
#1 Cope, "Religious Education in the Church," pp 159 
#2 Athearn, "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 135,9 
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1. The development of a city system of religious 
education. 
2. The unification of all child welfare agencies 
of the city in the interests of the largest efficiency. 
3. The supervision of a complete religious cen-
sus of the city with special reference to the needs of child-
ren and young people. 
4. The dt-rection. ~ of ·:: educa.tional -; industri al and 
social surveys for the purpose of securing the facts upon 
which a const r uct i ve community program can be baaed. 
5. The study of the recreational and social con-
di tiona of the city, the training of local leaders, and the -
building of a scientific, well-balanced program of ·· .work' ·s tudy 
and play for the children of the city. 
6. The creation of a communi ty consciousness on 
matters of moral and religious education. 
II. Scope of the City System of Rel i gious Education. 
The basis of every program is the building of a . 
#l city system of religious education closely correlated with 
#2 the public school system and dual with it. In assuming re-
#3 sponsibility for the religious education of the childhood 
and youth of the city, the council recognizes the fact that 
this side of the development of future citizens cannot be 
satisfactorily oared for by the public school system, that 
in America practically all pretense of so doing has oeen a~ 
42 bandoned. It also faces· that the fact that this work "calls 
for as much thought and investment as is needed for our com-
munity provision for general education." 
#l Athearn, "Religious Education and American Deomocracy," pp 135,9 
#2 Cope, "Education for Democracy," pp 194-207 
f 3 Winchester , "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 9-18 
3. The Organization of a City System of Religious Ed-
ucation. 
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To this end Community Counc~ls of Religious Educa-
tion are developing the program for a real system of religious 
#1 education "as fast as leadership and public sentiment can be 
developed." These programs involve an organization similar to 
that which administers the public schools, namely -
#2, (l) A City Board of Religious Education comparable 
#3 
to the Board of Education of the city government administra-
tion. This board is appointed by the Council of Religious Ed-
ucation and is responsible to them_, It consists of from 
three to ni ne members according to the size of the community. 
(2) The Board of Religious Education selects a City 
Superintendent of Religious Education who becomes the technical 
expert and director of the work of the System of Religious Edu-
cation. As the executive and scientific educational leader, 
the City Director of Religious Education has authority over 
the schools and activities which are under the direction of 
the city Board of Religious Education. 
( 3) As the program is brought into action a trained 
Staff of Departmental Supervisors and a Teaching Faculty is 
gathered under the direction of the City Superintendent of Re-
ligious Education · as are the principals, officers ar~ teachers 
of the public school system. 
4. The Program of .a City System of Religious Education. 
The work of various Counci ls of Religious Education 
is indiotted by different arrangements and wording of programs 
#l Fifth Annual Announcement Malden Council of Religious Education pp 4 
#2 Athearn, "The City Institute for Rel i gious Leaders," pp 28,31,33 
#3 Athearn, "Religious Education and Amer ican Democraoy,"pp 167,171,17€ 
#1 
#2 
#3 
#4 
#5 
but all seems to be i-ncluded under the three general lines, -
a system of community schools of religion, the co-ordination 
and stand~rdization of work carried on by local religious a-
gencies, general moral and religious education in the commun-
i ty. 
(l) A System of Community SchoolA of Religion 
A. The Sunday Church Schools, already in 
operation and absolutely under control of the local church 
and the denominational board, are nevertheless the starting 
place and logical center for the Community System of Relig-
ious Education. They are the source from which most of the 
present and prospective leadership and student body for the 
entire system of religious education will be drawn and are 
the local centers in the development of all the programs. 
B. A Model School has been successfully con-
ducted in several cities as a part of the city system of re-
ligious education, Ita direction comes under the city au-
. perintendent and his ataff who are thus able to demonstrate 
the principles upon which a church school should be conducted. 
It serves as a center for t .he observation of good teaching 
and also as a field for actual practice on the part of pupil 
teachers under careful supervision. 
c. The Church Vacation School or Daily Vaca-
tion Bible School is usually the first step in the develop-
ment of real community schools for the children and youth of 
#l Athearn, "The Organization and Admini stration of· the Church 
Schoo~," pp 263 
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#3 "The City Institute for Religious Teachers," pp 17,20 
t4 Winchester, "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 118-121 
i5 Betts, "The New Program of Religious Education," pp 94,95 
#l 
a community. In fact the sohool often a.ntidates the community 
organization and is conducted by some one church or group of 
churches. Having taken its rise from several different 
sources this plan of week-day schools. of religion during a 
part of the summer vacation has grown since 1898. It is now 
generally in operation to some extent in most of our larger 
cities .. 
D. Week-Day Church Schools are beginning to 
develop in response to the demand for a plan for adequate re-
ligious instruction which shall reach not _only the fraction -
of America's childhood and youth now being touched by the 
Sunday Sohools but also the great untouched multitude. It 
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is possible through this type of school to put into ope r at i on 
~~2 a plan which will supplement the work of the Sunday School 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#l 
#2 
#3 
#4 
#5 
and other teaching influences in the church and home. It will 
also correlate the whole system of religious education with 
the state system of public education gi vi ng a commensurate im-
portance to the subject matter and an equally scientific ped-
agogical presentation. 
The most serious problem f acing the development of 
the church day school is that of suitable leadership. If the 
system is to stand the test it must be placed upon a scien-
tific basis with at least an equally well trained teaching 
force to that in the '.public schools. Professionally trained 
teachers· are being prepared for the work by Schools and De-
Winchester, "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 141,147,148 
Athearn, "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 14,21,178 
Cope, •Religious Education in the Church," pp 231 
Pamphlet, "Community Schools for Religious Instruction, Gary, Ind. 
"Week-Day Religious Educat i on," Am.Baptist Pub. SoQ pp 7, J 
"College and Professional Training for Religious and Social 
Work," B. u. Bulletin, No. 13 Vol. XI. 
partments of Religious Education in Universities and Colleges 
but the field cannot be covered by these leaders alon • The 
great teaching body must yet come from the local church as 
volunteer or semi-volunteer workers giving only a part of 
their time to this work. Yet if educational requirements are 
to be met they must be none the less well trained because of 
this fact. To meet this need a heavy responsibility is 
placed upon the City System of Religious Education. 
E. The Community Training School of Religious 
Educators is therefore a most fundamental part of every city 
System of Relig;ious Education. It must be developed before 
much other serious work is undertaken and carried on conti nu-
ously in anticipation of the development of every line of ser-
viee in the community and in the local church. 
(2) The Co-ordination and Standardization of Work 
of Local Religious Agencies. 
A. Knowledge of the actual situation in the 
local religious educational agencies of the community must 
#1 preface any serious attempt at co-ordination of their work. 
#2 
Therefore the Elurvey is a necessary and continuous part of 
the Community System of Religious Education. From this work 
statistics are compiled and kept available for the use of the 
local organization as well as the Council. Far more intelli-
gent program buildi~g is made possible. Convincing informa-
tion for use in creating public sentiment is provided thus. 
B. In order to measure properly the work of 
the local agencies, uniform record keeping is essential and 
and a Common Standard of Evaluation must be developed. As 
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#l yet no generally accepted set of standards has been brought 
forward. -Various local Councils have worked out -their ovm 
standards according to the problems of their own communities. 
#2 
- ://=2 
#2 
c. A Program for the Promotion of the Local 
Church Schools will com& as a result of the development of 
common standards and the supervision and assistance rendered 
the local religious educational unite. This will include 
simultaneous pointe of emphasis and the development of a 
program properly related to the community schools and other 
religious educational undertakings of the Council. 
D. Professional Conference s composed of the 
teachers and officers of the local church sohoolJ covering 
their work departmentally and as a wholeJ are a necessary 
part of the standardization of the schools and the develop-
ment of a professional spirit. The se are held several times 
a year and take the placeJ in part , of the older f~rm of 
Sunday School Convention • • 
E. The Young People' s Council is a valuable 
asset in the City Sys tem of Religious Education by which the 
youth of the city may be organized around its churches and 
united in a community program. - This group promotes "Father 
and Son Week" and"Mother and Daughter Week", participates in 
the Camp Conferences for Older Boys and Girls, etc. 
#l Athearn, •The Ci ty Institute for Religious Leaders," pp 20J27 
#2 Malden Council of Religious Education, Fifth Annual Announce-
ment (1920- 21) 
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(3) General Moral and Religious Education. 
"No small part of the indifference or hostility to 
religious education comes from a failure to understand just 
what is meant by one or both of the terms 'education' and 1 re-
ligion' as used by the religious educator." This statement 
is very evident to every exponent of the modern religious ed-
ucational program. The creation of a community consciousness 
#2 on moral and religiou.s education can come only as definite 
and convincing informa.tion is put before the Christian ci ti-
#3 
zens of the community and then that .information is emotional-
ized into a great ideal. Therefore the program of the Coun-
cil must include very early in its beginnings and always at 
frequent intervals various methods of putting the ideals and 
program of the religious educational movement before the peo-
ple of the community. 
A. Music, Art and Pageantry are among the 
most effective means of spiritualizing ideals and hold a large 
place in the modern religious educational program. Festival 
Choruses, art exhibits, dramatic interpretations bring these 
i deals to groups of people in no other way reached while they 
enrich the lives of those participating to a measure beyond 
computat ion. 
B. Special Public Programs for the observance 
of patriotic and religious hol~days are often promoted by the 
City Council. While such annual observances as Children's 
4/:1 Betta, "The New Program of Religious Education," pp 33 
#2 .l¥thearn, "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 175 
#3 Malden Council of Religious Education, Bulletin 1922-23, No. 2 
Week become an integral part of the Community System of Relig-
ious Education. Field Days and Story Tell i ng Fes t ivals, Pa-
rades and Exhibits all pl ay an important part in popularizing 
the reli gi ous educational programa 
c. Public Mass Meetings in behalf of re l igious 
education form a valuable means of reaching the Christ ian cit-
izens of a community. Here community problems relating to the 
religious and moral interests of the city are presented and 
discussed. While occasionally religious educators from outside 
the local communi ty are brought to give special addresses. 
II. Agencies for Leadership Trai ning in a Ci ty System of Re-
ligious Educat ion. 
It has been the attempt of this discussion thus far 
to show the great need of leadership, fi rst i n all lines of 
social and religious welfare work i p the ci ty, second in the 
development of the modern program of reli gious education i nto 
a complete, all inclusive system of religious education. It 
#l is evident that such a progr~n calls for far more carefull y 
and thoroughly trained leade rship than now i':s available . A-
gencies for the i r training are in process of development. The 
whole movement of religious education can progress no faster 
#2 than leadershi p can be p roduce d to develop and carry out its 
program. Therefore the most pressing problem before us at the 
present time is the problem of leadership training. 
The City System of Religious Education must solve 
the problem of trained leadership f or the most of i t s project-
ed activities before i t can put them into operation8 Provis-
#l Betts, "The Uew Program of Religious Education," pp 73-89 
#2 Cope, "The Mode rn Sunday School and its Present Day Task ," 
pp 173-175 
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ion is being made for the professional training of those who 
will make religious education their life vocation. For this 
they must look to the colleges and uni versities of the coun-
try as do those desiring to enter any other vocation, as that 
of medicine or law. The problem of their t rai ning is taken 
outside the local community. The present status in the at-
titude of the church and other social-religious agencies, the 
financial situation, the need for complete re-adjustment of 
programs, combined with the fact that professional training 
#l is far from sufficiently developed to meet the demand, make 
it evident that the leadersli.ip t r aining p roblem is within 
the local community to a very great extent. As this great 
leadership group, trained largely for volunteer service, must 
be cared for within the community, most careful study must be 
made of the oppor tunities offered the rein. 
l. Training in the Local Church. 
It is recognized by religious educational leaders 
that for many years at least the great rank .and file of work-
era in the church and allied agenoias will be trained in the 
local church. Various methods of training are to be found 
there. 
(l) By the indirect method a certain form of 
training is continually in progress in the local church. 
This is what an educator in another field has called by "ab-
#l Betts, •The New Program of Religious Education,• pp 74-79 
#2 Athearn, "Organization and Administrat ion of the Chur·;Jh 
School, " pp 340 
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#l sorption." It involves no plan of training nor specific at~ 
#2 
tempt to prepare new workers. In industry 1 t has been found 
to be "long, ineffective, incomplete and costly," It is a 
haphazard training which the new worker picks up by watching 
other workers and in gaining skill by the trial ana error 
method. This is the method which has produced the working 
force 1n the vast majority of cases up to the present time 
#3 in the church. The volunteer staff of the earlier day devel-
oped in the church, as in other fields., as that of public 
education, with no thought of the need for special training. 
In education, in the learned professions in general, to an 
increasing extent in industry, this wasteful process has 
#l long since been abandoned in favor of training by "intention~ 
This term is applied to those methods of training which have 
been prepared as to matter and process of presentation with 
63. 
the express purpose of training the new worker for his job 
and perfecting him in its development. At last in this moat 
delicate and momentous task the subject matter of which is 
l:luman souls, the church is coming to the realization that the 
worker even though he. be a volunteer is ent1 tled to some bet-
ter method of preparatione 
(2) Group Conferences and Teachers' Meetings are 
usually the first attempt toward definite training in the lo-
cal church. For the most part these groups are composed only 
of those who are actively engaged in the work of the Sunday 
School who thus strive t o pool the i r experiences and ideas as 
they develop. As reading or corre spondence courses are taken 
up or some leaderapip with more scientific preparation and 
#1 Allen, "The Instructor , the Man and the Job," PP 11 
#2 Athearn, "'l'raining of Specialized Staff Leadership,." pp 57,58 
#3 Mitchell, "The Church Staff: Its Place and Function,." pp 30,31 
Fourth Annual Meeting of the Council of 0i t i es of 
the M. E. Church 
skill ari ses this method increases in value. EspeO i ally is 
this true if the influence of overhead supervision from de-
nominational or interdenominational sources comes to be felt. 
64. 
However 1 much of the time in these groups is spent i n deal-
ing with local problems of no direct religious educational 
importance. Courses of study are necessarily limited in s c ope 
and general in type. Little if any time is given to definite 
outside study by the members of the group. Supervision in 
the working out of ideas gleaned from group di scussion is 
usually lacking. 
Departmental conferences and study groups with 
definite supervision on the part of the head of the depart-
ment greatly increases the training value of thi s method. 
Usually this come s a s a corollary t o other training methods 
in the church or communi ty. 
As teachers and office rs come to face their re-
sponsibility with a greater re alization of i t s breadth and 
depth they turn to a mor e definite plan of preparati on. 
Betts, "The New Program of Religious Education," pp 80,73 
Slattery, "The Hi ghway to Leadership , " pp 77- 81 
Cope 1 "The Modern Sunday School and its Present Day Program, .. 
pp 173- 175 
· Summary, The Indiana Survey of Religious Education, pp 16-18 
#1 
#2 
( 3) Teacher Training Classes. recognized as hold-
ing this one purpose and composed of those who are will ing to 
pay the price to become scientifically trained religious 
teachers - time, money for books, hard study - are a gradual 
evolution of which all stages may be found in• the local church 
today • . Successive waves of courses with series of text books 
increasing in value as their preparation came into the banda 
·of better equipped educators have left stranded some of the 
material and methods brought forward on the crest of each 
wave for almost a hundred years. 
In 1918 the International Sunday School Associa-
tion brought forward "The New Standard Teacher Training 
Course" which is the last step in the leadership of teacher 
training for the local church. This course covers three year s 
of work with forty lesson periods each year, the third year 
being given to specialized program for each department of the 
church school. Thi s course was prepared by the Educat~onal 
Committee of the International Sunday School Associati on and 
65. 
is the work of leading educators in the field of Religious 
Education. Its emphasis is upon educational method and spec-
ialization. As this cour se pre supposes Bible knowledge es-
sential for the teaching of religion but which is not in the 
possession of the average Sunday School teacher, the Inter-
national One-Year Bible Study Course has been added . These 
courses offer definite leadership and standardization of teach-
er training work i n the local church to the full extent of 
their capacity. Various denominations have issued courses of 
#1 Athearn, "Organization and Administration of the Church School," 
pp 337,338,340 
#2 Educational Bulletin, 1918, No. 5, International Sunday School 
Association, pp 4-ll 
• 
their own for teacher training, while most of the denomina-
tional boards co-operate with the International Courses. 
The problem before the church today is not what 
but how , in the matte r of teacher training. Apparently this 
re.maina an unsolved problem in the great majority of cases. 
#l In one typical s tate it has been found as the result of a 
recent survey that the median Sunday School teache r had had 
less than ten weeks of professional training of any sort. 
In adapting the organization of teache r t raini ng 
courses to the local churches var i ous arrgngements have been 
#2 worked out. A general te ache r t raini ng class is the usual 
plan. Where such a class is composed of young people who are 
prospective teache rs the class may meet at the t ime of the 
Church School. In case all or part of the class are alre ady 
teaching, some other time is necessary. In many oases it 
should be possible to maintain two classes, one on Sunday 
and one during the week, fo r each of the above m~~tioned 
groups. 
Only the first two years of the New Standard 
Course could be taken in this way however. In l arger schools 
first and second year classes could be operated at ·the same 
time but many schools would find it ne cessary to alternate 
the work of the two years because of the di ff iculty of ob-
taining a suitable leader. 
For the third year of t raining in thi s plan, stu-
dent s must elect the department in wh ich they wish to s pec-
i al i ze. Each will then come under the pe rsonal direction 
of the departme nt head or exe cutive whose special field they 
#l Athearn, "The Indiana Survey of Re l igious Education, Summary 
and Recomme ndations pp 19 
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#'2 Athearn, "Organization and Administra ti on of the Church School," 
PP 340,341 
have chosen. Specialized cla.ss work and reading m~st be com-
bined with attendance at the regular departmental conferences 
and assistance in the work of the department on Sundays and 
#1 at other times. Thus they will gain their fundamental skill 
by a f usi on of doing and thinking, of observation and prac-
tice, while they apply the general principles studied in the 
#2 
#3 
two former years. 
While these plans are proposed for leadership 
tl'aining in the local church, it is apparent to those :·famil-
i ar with the present situation i n the average church that 
their development to the point of practical efficiency will 
be a long and difficult process and that never can they com-
pletely cover the field. 
2. Leadership Training by City-Wide Organizations and 
Activities. 
In this day of co-operation in every li.ne of en-
deavor it has been found no less true in the problem of lead-
ership training for religious education than in other lines 
of activity that the united forces of the community and their 
pooled resources were far more effective than independent ef-
forts- Various attempts to d ~elop the religious life of the 
community around community organizations have been discussed 
earlier in this paper. The problem of leadership training 
has been given consideration i n many of these plans. We will 
v be:r.e note only those most commonly in use and of the greatest 
recognized value. 
#1 Coe, "A Social Theory of Religious Education," pp 271-273 
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#2 Educational Bulletin, 1918, No. 8, International Sunday School 
Association pp 3 
#3 Betts, "The New Program of Religious Education," pp 99,100 
(l) Departmental Unions, for conference and study 
such as the Graded Primary Union which would include the pri-
mary Sunday School workers of the · city. Meeting at more or 
less regular intervals, these groups face their common prob-
lema, work out programs together, exchange ideas and also in 
many cases take up some study of theory and methodology. 
Where a City System of Religious Education is in operation 
and these departmental unions become a part of professional 
conferences with expert guidance they are a very effective 
leadership training agency. 
(2) Conventions and Ins titutes nave been the 
main source of developing the work of the Sunday School and 
giving at least some hints al ong the line of preparation for 
leadership. While the undertaking of the assimilation of a 
whole year's work in two or three days is not exactly acien= 
tifio and cannot bring the best of results, yet these inten-
sive programs have give n oourage and inspiration i n the sense 
of a common task and have planted seeds which have borne 
fruit . They still hold an important place in their influence 
upon leadership in the church school. As educators of wide 
experience and professional preparation in the field of re-
ligious education are brought to touch large groups of the 
workers in the local Sunday School they have definite ~nflu= 
ence on le~dership development 
(3) Special Courses for Leadership Training are 
frequently offered by interdenominational organizat ions suoh 
as the Federal Council of Churches , the Young Women's Chris-
tian Association or the Young Men's Christian Assoc iation. 
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Sometimes extension courses are offered by colleges and uni var-
si t ie s or special training school s for profess ional workers 
when these are located wi thin a gi ve n communi ty. The educa-
t ional standards and teachi ng force of suoh agencies is usual-
l y qui t e s ati s factory. That they are not in any vital way re-
lated tp the church schools makes leadership training f or 
these schools difficult. In case of the former organizations 
mentioned, the difficulty is the building of a uni f ied and 
continuous piece of work no t located within a community sys-
t em of education and therefore unrelated t o a general program. 
(4) · The most conspicuous attempts at leadersh i p 
training on a communi ty scale have been the Community Train-
ing Schools :for· Rel!igioU.s Leaders, somet imes called Te acher 
Trai ni ng Schools or Cit y Inst itutes. The se schools are i n-
tended f or the immediate help of Church School teachers, and 
those who plan to become s uch. In their initial s tages they 
have tended to become ge neral in type in many places, the re-
sult being a partial defeat of the purpose f or which they 
have been organized. 
The community teacher t raining idea is an outgrow th 
of the lpcal training class. Union ·classes we r e f ormed to 
#2 carry out the work prescribed by the I nternat io nal Sunday · 
School Association is the Firs t St andard Course. As the se 
classe s federat ed they often took the name of ttCity Training 
School" or "Teacher Training Institute ". The ideals of this 
Standard Course were no t based upon scientif i c e.dticati onal 
theory to a sufficient extent, the te xtbooks inadequate and 
#l Wincheste r, "Religious Education and Democrac y," pp 138,139 
#2 Athearn , "The Ci ty Institute for Religious Teachers , "Foreword 
PP IX, XI 
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unpedagogical and many promoters of the work not trained ed~ 
cators so that these community sChools contributed little 
else except the suggestion for co-operative communi ty work. 
III. The Community Training School for Religious lleaders. 
#l In the fall of 1911 a city institute was organ-
ized in Des Moines, Iowa, on very different lines than the 
so-called "City Institutes" which had preceded it. This was 
not a development from the older experiments in the field of 
teacher training. Rather it is to the college that the 
sources of this school may be traced. It was established on 
a university extensi on basis and developed from the educa-
tional standards thus represented, with textbooks, curriculum 
and faculty in accordance. From this beginning has come the 
modern city institute or community school for religious le-ad~ 
ership. In the years that have elapsed, scores of schools ot' 
this type have been established. Curriculum, methodology, 
standards have been developed and perfected by the experience 
of more than a decade under the guidance of directors trained 
#2 in the general field of education and special is t s in reli gious 
education. Gleanings from this field are herewith presented 
as the best means yet evolved for the solution of the leader-
ship problem in a city system of religious education. 
#2 
1. Place of the Community Training School in a City 
System of Religious Education. 
Schools launched without the backing of the com-
munity and professional guidance, such as that furnished by a 
Community Council of Religious Education, have not proved 
70. 
#1 Athearn, "A City Institute for Religious Teachers," pp X,XI,Preface 
#2 Athearn, "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 169, 177 
successful. The first essential for a Community School of 
Religious Education is a community organization which is e-
quipped to give it standing as a community enterprise 1 fi-
nancial backing and moral support. Such an organization is 
the Community Council of Religious Education. 
On the other hand the first and greatest problem 
which a Community Council of Religious Education faces is 
that of leadership t o carry out its program. The City Sys-
tem of Religious Education can be bui lt only upon a founda-
#1 tion of professionally trained leadership. Its program is 
#2 
necessarily held up until leadership is forthcoming. The 
material for leadership is present in the community. It 
will respond to the challenge in increasing numbers as means 
• for adequate preparation are made a,valilable. The Community 
Training School for Religious Leaders will therefore be the 
first undertaking in the City System of Religious Education. 
The Community Tr~ining School often proves the 
first vital means of contact with the local church. It of-
fers immediate help to teachers and workers who are hungry 
for it and they become in turn its loyal supporters. As a 
high grade night college of religious education the Training 
#3 School represents a higher grade of work than that which is 
possible in the local church. Here is found opportunity for 
• 
the local teacher to specialize 1 also for the departmental 
heads, the superintendent and other officers. Here also the 
leader for the local teacher training work finds oppor tunity 
for preparation. 
#l Jackson, -"A Community Center," pp 114 
#2 Boston University Bulletin, Vol. XII No. 231 "The outlook for 
Christian Education." 
#3 Betts~ "The New Program :: of Religious Education," pp 99 
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2. Organization of the Community Training School for 
Religious Leadersv 
(1) Re sponsibili ty for the school should be placed 
in the hands of a Board of Management . or Education, appointed 
for that purpose by the communi t.y organization which is behind 
the undertaking. This Board should hold the same relationship 
to the community and the school that the public school Board 
holds, being vested with authori t y to organize and direct the 
schoolv There are usually from f ive to nine members on. th is 
board. Inasmuch as they must command the respect and confid-
ence of the entire communi ty_, it is exceedingly important that 
the personnel of the Board of Directors should be composed of 
representative citizens. It is equally important that they 
should be people of wide vision, open minded, Christian citi-
#1 zens of the highest type. When the se members of the Board ot" 
#2 
Education represent particular i nterests as a local church or 
department in the church school or some ~·orgahization a the : 
Young Men 's Christian Association and are placed on the Board 
as the particular agents of that special group, it has been 
found impossi ble to get a broad outlook on the work as a 
whole. The most successful schools have been those whose di-
rec t~ion was in the hands of a group of citizens who represent 
the whole city and the entire school. 
(2) The executive officer whom the Board of Re-
ligious Education chooses and employs to carry out the work 
of the shcool ia usuall y known as the Director. On hi s shoul-
ders primarily rests the responsibility for establishing the 
school on a sound educational basis. He should have had the 
beat of technical t raining such as is now available in ool-
#1 Athearn_, "The City Institute for Religious Leaders_," pp 31 _, 33 
1/=2 Educational Bulle tin_, 1918_, No. 7 1 International .S. Sv Assn. 
·'?.2. 
leges and schools of Religious Education for professional 
workers. 
The faculty of the school is chosen by the di-
rector and the £oard of Religiou~ Education~ The best e~ 
quipped people available to tea ch the subjects offered 
should be obtained. It has been fourid most satisfactory 
to place them upon a business basis, paying a salary even 
though it has to be small in the beginning. Teachers from 
nearby colleges and normal schools or departments in uni-
versitie are often obtained. This s hould be i~creasingly 
possible as schools of Religious Education are established 
more extensively. 
It has also been proposed to establish travel-
ling faculties who shall give their full tiffie to teaching 
in Community Training Schools for Religious Leaders. These 
teachers havir.g the technical training for teaching their 
particular subject would be ~ble to make a large contribu-
tion to the work of leadership training. By making a cir~ 
cuit weekly it would be possible for them to cover the work 
of a number of . schools. 
The faculty should be organized on a thoroughly 
academic basis. Faculty meetings should be held regularl y 
and the professional problems of the school carefully con-
sidered by the group. The director should make sure that 
each member of the faculty ful l y understands the general 
#2 plan and program. Definite detatled instructions in writ-
ing are prepared by some directors for each member of their 
faculty. A weekl y report as to class attendance, lesson 
assignment, etc., is requir~d from them, al so. 
#l Malden School Leaflet, Circular, 1920, No. 1 pp 5 
#2 Educational Bulletin, 1918, Nov 7, International Sg Su As sn . 
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(3) An Advisory Committee has been of very p rac-
tical value to schoo~for leadership training in the community. 
These members are chosen as the particular representative of 
the training school in each local church. Some one keenly in-
terested and alive to the need of teacher training can thus 
make a valuable contribution to the work of religious educa-
tion in their own church and the community. 
(4) A General Council is essential in order to 
link the members of the school and city organization into a 
united whole. The council should include all the officers of 
the city associiation, the board of religious education, the 
director 1 faculty and advisory committee· of the school and 
institute ·and the ministers of the churches represented. 
Meeting several times a ye ar to hear reports of the school 
discuss policies and new proj·ects this group becomes the bas-
is in the community for a cumulative program of religious ed-
ucation no t otherwise possible. To keep the members of this 
council informed and thinking along these linea, literature 
should be sent to them frequentl y from the office of the di-
rector and every means of contact made use of. 
3. The Housing and Equipment of the School. 
The school should be housed in a location as cen-
t ral as possibl e . As the Community System of Religious Edu= 
cation develops it may be come possible and wi se for the Com-
munity Council to provide build i ngs especiall y f or its own 
#2 program . At the present time available buil.di ngs are in use, 
· usually churches and church school buildings, though in some 
cases public or private s chool buildings and community houses 
Jl Atbearn, "'l'he Ci ty Institute for Religious Leaders," pp 34J SSJ 36 
#2 Cope~ "Education f or Democracy," pp 229 
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are employede The building chosen should be available for 
continuous use. It should be within as easy reach of all 
parts of the city as possible. There should be an audito-
rium for general assembl¥ and separate class rooms equipped 
wi th blackboards and maps. 
The equipment should include also a reference 
library with Bible dictionary, commentary, texts on Bible 
history and interpretation. There should be s tandard books 
on general and child psychology and on pedagogy. Church 
history, missions and religious education should be repre-
sented by these sub jects. Story t elling, the use of art and 
pageantry all call for a place ·in the library. 
4. Rec ruiting the Student Body of the School for Re-
ligious Leaders. 
Recruits for the school must be sought largely 
from the local churches by co-operation of pastors, church 
school officers and local directors of religious education. 
Every means needs · to be taken to make a personal appeal to 
every teacher, in the church school of the city, ir. such a 
way as to impress deeply the responsibility which is theirs 
and the great opportunity the school affords for better e-
quipment. In addi tion 1 the appeal should be made to reach 
those who have not felt the challe nge of the old Sunday 
School program but who are capable of rendering great ser-
vice to the new program of religious education. Mass meet-
ings, public appeals, newspaper publicity, special liter~ 
ture (as the Malden Leaflet Series), personal letters and 
solicitation are all used to win a place for the school in 
the estimation of e,very Christian c i tizen of the community. 
#1 Educational, Bulletin, 1918, No. 6, InternationalS. s. Assn. 
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The effort must not be primarily for numbe r s, 
however, else the purpose of the school will be defeated. 
It must be understood to be an undertaking involving as 
serious application as the normal school for public s chool 
teachers. Only those who are willing to undertake the work 
in the school as real students are desirable. Schools op-
erated on the mass plan: more as a chatauqua, have not found 
that they were gaining much in the line of leadership train-
ing to meet community problems in religious education. 
From the student group which assembles there are 
#1 to be recognized four distinct groups. An educator dealing 
with the problem of training ·in the field of industry has 
clas sed them as follows:~ 
(1) those ~vho should be trained as supervisors. 
These are the unusually bright, capable persons who have a 
good grasp on fundamental facta and have demonstrated their 
abil i ty as leaders. Most of them have already had consider-
able experience. In this group come the superintendents and 
department heads of the church school and leaders in other 
lines of religious and social workQ 
(2) Those seeking training to increase their 
skill. Here comes the perplexed teacher of "that class of 
boys," the conscientious woman who wants "to do better by 
my girls." They are people who know something of the prO~ 
lems of religious instruction from personal experience and 
are willing to work hard for a better grasp on the situation. 
#l Allen, "The Ihstructor, the Man and the Job." 
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(3) Training for men already skilled in another 
trade.. The public school teacher , the worker in a social wel-
fare agency, the business man employing young people are among 
#1 those drawn by the challenge of the bigness .and worth~while­
ness of the Community Council's program, Often these people 
have not been active in the local church school because of its 
lack of appeal to people used to modern, efficient methods. 
(4) Traini ng for green men. There will be, there 
must be in increasing numbers , those to whom the ideals of -
religious education are entirely new and who have had little., 
if any, experience in religious or social activities in the 
church or the community-• . 
5. Administration of the community School for Religious 
Leaders. 
(1) Successful schools of religious education have 
worked out systems of enrollment and record keeping which are 
as exact and complete as those found in any accredited s chool 
or college. TheJ include enrollment blanks which call for 
sufficient data to give the location of the student in com-
-
muni ty and church relationships. Class enrolment is also in-
dicated. It has been found wise to e ncourage enrolment for 
the -entire year 's work and in that connection to plan only 
full courses. A certificate for the enrolment fee is o.ften 
attached to the same card. Transfer cards for those who wish 
t o change a course are issued, also a visitor•s ticket. Week-
ly report cards for the use of the instructors are checked up 
i n the director's office. As s ignment cards to be sent absent-
ees are in use by instructors. Special l etters to be sent from 
#l Leete, "The Church in the City," pp 42,46 
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the director's offioe have been found of value. Only wi th the 
keeping of careful records is it possible for the director and 
his assistants t o conserve developing leadership and direct it 
into proper channels. 
#l (2) Various plans for schedule have been tried out 
by schools for religious leaders~ Wi th the particular hour of 
commenci ng restricted to the situation i n the community 1 a 
schedule of two class periods of forty minutes each with an 
assembly period between from fifteen to thirty minutes seems 
to be the most accepted plan. Experiments have lbeen tried 
with afternoon classes as well as evening, also with t wo 
nights a week for class sessions but theED have not been feasi-
ble a As the majority of the members of the school have heavy 
responsibilities in the local church and in the community 1 it 
has seemed best t o confine the school work to one night of 
intensive work. 
In time of yearly duration, community schools have 
varied from thirty weeks to twenty. There is strong feeling 
on the part of leaders of the movement that the t ime should 
be extended as much as possible. Denominational boards and 
communi tie s will have to be brought to the idea of the longer _ 
period gradually inasmuch as the work in former years has been 
along the line of the popular type short course. When public 
schoo~meet from thirty~six to thir~y-eight weeks a year, 
thirty weeks for the Community school should not be an impos -
s:hbility. 
#l Athearn, "The City Inst i tute for Religious Leaders ," pp 69,70 
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(3) Class and Assembly Periods need to be care-
fully regulated as in any well-directed school. The use of 
a gong or other signal has been found wise. Systematic ar~ 
rangement of details is important. 
The assembly period should be so arranged as to 
have a full attendance. For this reason it has been found 
well to place it between the two class periods. This time 
of assembl y is necessary to the creat ion of a unif i ed s chool 
spirit. While announcements are made here, it is · not for 
this purpose alone that the whole group are assembled. With 
faculty and students all uniti ng in worship the diversified 
group are made to realize their oneness. This is especially 
true when the period is used also for the presentation of 
various phases of the general field of religious education. 
Clas ses should be kept small enough t o enable 
recitat ions, reports and questioning, as in normal and pro-
fessional college claaaesv The work must be graded to meet 
the needs of the various groups, as far as possible . Grades 
should be kept and examinatfons regularly given. ff\he work 
of the class must not be permitted to approach the lycet~ 
lecture type. Organization and administration will have 
much to do with this. An acadamic atmosphere will function 
largely in helping the students 1 many of whom are thoroughly 
unfamiliar with real school work, realize the seriousness of 
the undertaking upon which they have entered. 
#1 Winchester, "Religious Education and Democracy," pp 269 
#2 Athearn, "Religious Education and American Democracy," pp 69,70 
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The Curriculum of the Community School for Religious 
Leaders. 
The curriculum must be fitted to meet the needs and 
local conditions of the community in which the community train-
ing school is locatede However, in making these adaptations 
ideals. for future realization must be held in mind and all 
present arrangements shaped in that direction. The curriculum 
will have t o be limited by the teaching force available. 
Courses had better not be given until a suitable teacher for 
that parti cular subject can be procurede Courses should be _so 
planned as to be consecutive and properly correlated, avoiding 
duplication in different coursese At the present time courses 
offered in schools for religious leaders are confined largely 
to the field of teacher training for local church work. As 
the Community System of Religious Education is de veloped and 
under the pressure of - community needs and problema other 
courses · must be added. It has been ·the attempt of this paper 
t o show that many community problems must be met by the church~, 
f or they are mos t intim~tely related to the welfare of those 
the church is trying to ~each wi th its religious educational 
problem. As condit ions make it possible.courses should be i n-
troduced to train leaders f or such activities as home visita-
tion, Americanizat ion work, volunteer court work, etc. Such 
subjects as civi cs, social science and economics would seem 
to hold a justifiable place in the curriculum of the Community 
School for Religious Leaders. 
~ #l Educational Bulletin 1 1918 1 No. 8, pp 10-11, Internation~s. s. 
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As the curriculum of Community Schools has developed 
thus farJ it holds the foll owing characteri•tics;~ 
(1) Hours and credits are worked out on a basis of 
at least one hundred and twenty hours for three years 1 wo:r·k 
and covering six courses of study& Thi s allows twenty hours 
for eaoh course but the approved length of each course is twen-
ty-four hours and in some instances schools have adopted the 
#1 more ideal time of thirty weeks& In oases of closely related 
#2 
#3 
$~ 
#3 
subjects some courses of ten or tvyelve hour "" are allowed, each 
counting as a half unit in reckoning the six courses. 
(2) Subject matter and grouping of course are so 
arranged as to meet the requirements of the teacher training 
program in the following order, firs~, Knowledge, second, 
Skill and lastly, TheoryJ emphas i s being on knowledge . and 
skill rather than theory. This order holds - because of the 
fact that the community training school is training for vol-
unteetrt or semi-professionally t rained educators thoroughly 
v:ersed in the t heore tical side of the program. The immediate 
need and problems of the student therefore are given first 
place . 
Courses are grouped under the following headings, 
as a general thing,-
A. Bi blioal Courses: which stre·ss knowledge 
of the subject matter the religious leader is to be able to 
impart. The notorious lack of definite, consecutive Biblical 
knowledge even among church people must here be met and over-
come. While critical, analytical i nterpre tation is t o be a-
Athearn, "~he City Institute for Religious Teachers," pp 54,55 
Coe, " A Social Theory of Religious Education, " pp 272 
Educational Bulle tin, 1918, No. 7, International s. s. Assn. 
pp 7 , 8 
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voided, the modern, historical view of the Bible must be pre-
sented if the need of religious education for our youth is to 
be met successfully. These courses should resul t in a deeper 
knowledge and love for the English Bible but also in a famil-
iarity with methods and means of its study, as commentaries, 
maps, Biblical geographiesJ etc. This group of courses in~ 
elude : Old Testament History, New Testament History, The Pe-
riod Between the Testament sJ The Prophets, The Life of Christ, 
Apostolic Age, Biblical GeographyJ Social Teachings of Christ 
. and the Prophets. 
B. Departmental Courses: especially intended 
to develop skill i n the work of the various department s of the 
church school. Model le ssons, the use of curriculum mate rial 
unite with practice work to make up these courses. Biblical 
and other teaching material are largely left to other courses 
#l and attention is centered in developing skill in doing the 
work of a teacher of the Christian religion, adapted to the 
various grades of the church school~ These courses therefore 
are: The Beginners and Kindergarten work, Primary, Junior, 
Intermediate, Senior~ Young People's and Adult Methods, the 
Home Department and the Cradle Roll~ 
The Model School ar some other field for practice 
work must be available for students in these coursese Usual-
ly this will mean work in the students"own church school. By 
some method the actual work must be carefully related to these 
me thodology courses . 
#l Coe, "A Social Theory of Religious Education," pp 272 
c. Professional and General Courses: com= 
prise those subjects related. to the general knowledge and 
the ory upon which the program of the church schools is t o 
#l be builte Included in this group are: General and Special 
#2 
Psychology (Child, Adolescent), Educational Theory, Organi~ 
zation and Management of the Church School, Hi story of 
Moral and Religi ous Education, His tory of Religions, Teacher 
Training Problems, Principles of Recreational Leadership, 
Missionary Education, Music and Worship in the Church School, 
Story TAlling, Dramatics and P~geantry. 
In order to maintain a properly balanced program 
each student is usually required to elect of the six courses 
for graduation, three for knowledge;, two for theory, and one 
for method. 
#1 (3) Requirements for Graduation according t o 
#2 
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#3 present standards are the completion of six ful l courses wi th 
satisfactory rank i n examinations and other requirements. . A 
record of each student's work should be kept in the office of 
the director of the school and an individual grade card given 
each student on the completion of each year's work. Of these 
courses not more than two-thirds should be accepted from any 
one group as listed above. Lessons missed should have been 
made up if less than one-fourth have been misseda Otherwise 
no credit should be granted for the course. 
#l Malden School of Religious Educat i on, Announcements, 1920=21 
21-22, 22-23 
#2 Educational Bulletin, 1918, No. 8, pp 11,13, International 
Council of Religious Education. 
#3 Athearn, "A City Institute for Religious Teache rs.;" pp 55,5~,57 
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(4 ) Text-Books are a matte r of serious importance 
in the whole field of reli gious education. The modern move-
ment1 having developed wi thi n two decades very largely, has 
not yet produced a bibl iography sufficient to cove r the actual 
needs of the field. Earlier texts were hastily and unscien-
tifically prepared. The denominational publishing houses have 
feared t o put out substantial wel l printed and bound books w 
These abbreviated manuals should not be. used in the modern 
Community Training School for Religi ous l eaders. Students 
who are serious enough aboat the matter of teacher trainir-g 
wi ll be willing to invest in suitable texts. Leaders in the 
religious educational movement are seeing to i t that such 
books are being produced. In the Bible study group a larger 
assortment of refe r ence books is being supplemente d by books 
f or class texts which wi ll meet the need of classes in Com-
munity Training Schools. The same is true in the other 
groups of methodology and professional work. 
7. Standardization ~f Comrr.unity Traini ng Schools of 
Religious Education. 
The Commi ttee on Education of the Inte r national 
Council of Religious Education is issuing standard require-
ment s fo r Communi ty Trai ning Schools for Religious Leaders, 
as it did under its earlier form of organization, The In-
te r national Sunday School Aesoclation. When Community Train-
ing School s began t o be organized over the country, it be-
came evident that some s tandardization was essential if f r om 
this work a uni form sys tem of religious education was ever 
to develop . This standardization makeS. available for every 
84. 
#1 Educational Bullet in> No. 6, International Sunday School Assn. 
#2 Educat ional Bulletin~ No. 8, pp 4-6 " " ~ " 
#l 
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school the benefit of the experience of leaders who have given 
careful study and scientific testing to this worko 
Schoole which meet the requirements for standardi-
zation are placed on an approved list. Students from these 
schools who f ulfi ll the graduation requirements are granted a 
Cownuntty Training School Diploma when they have passed ex~ 
aminationa conducted by the school under the general super-
vision of the Educational Commit teev 
Requirements for Sta,ndard Schools include: 
{l) Direction by a City or community Board of Man~ 
agement .. 
(2) A director of the Community Training School 
and a Faculty approved annually on application 1 with satis~ 
factory evidence of ability .. 
(3) A curriculum including a well balanced set of 
courae,s, not less than twenty weeks in· length, weekl y lesson 
periods covering at least forty minutes, assignments appr ox= 
imating two hours weekly l esson preparation. 
(4) Text-Books which meet the approval of the Com~ 
mittee on Education .. 
( 5) A mini mum of at l eaot three years to complete 
tpe six courses, only three of which shall be in any one de~ 
partment or division. 
8. The Development of Group Consciousness and Loyalty 
to· the Work of Religious Education Through the Com= 
munity School of Religious Education~ 
#2 It has been estimated that more than One Thousand 
Community Schools of Religious Education are in operation in 
#1 Educational Bulletin, No. 8, International s.· S. As sn. 
#2 Cope, "The Modern Sunday School and i ts Present Day Task ., 11 pp 183 
thi s country. While many of them are far below the standard 
and not any have reached an ideal state of development, they 
do afford the most encouraging proposition for the solution 
of the leadership pr,oblem in a Community System of Religious 
Education. This means an increasing number of trained lay 
workers, or at least those who have started along the path 
of leadership training and caught something of the vision of 
the modern religious educational movement. 
The school should have developed among these stu-
dents the beginning of a professional. spirit, a group con-
sciousness and loyalty which vvill knit them irrevocably to 
the service of religious education as leaders in the church 
and in the community. 
Some of the practical means of obtaining th is re-
sult in the community are, 
(1) The general assembly period should have 
brought to every student a sense of fellowship in the great 
undertaking of religious education, as its problems, i ts 
struggles and its victories have been presented by leaders 
of national repute and seconded by local leadership. 
Here, as to the inner group, their own community 
problems and opportunities in the development of a community 
system of religious education have place for presentation 
till the loyalty of each student is tied to its full extent 
t o the development of the i~e al, thus emotionalized. 
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(2) School loyalty is to be promoted in every way. 
Methods similar to those in use in every school and college 
are of as much value in the community school. Sch ool songs 
which emotionalize a common idealJ social events and programs, 
public demonstrations of a dignified yet enthusiastic nature~ 
all are in use by community schools which are accomplishing a 
r eal school spirit. Class organizations should be formed ac-
cording to the year of graduation thus creating a greater aca-
demic atmosphe re and linking the students who will" gr aduate 
together as a nucleus for futur e service to the school and 
the community. Annual banquete, picni cs or other socia.l e-
vents have been found of lasting value as well as temporary 
social pleasure. 
( 3) Alumni and professional a·ssociat ions have 
been formed in connection with some community schools. These 
have been special recruiting agencies for th school. They 
have bound together the group of men and wome n in the commun-
ity who have tasted of the rich experience of united hard 
work and the reward in a sense of greater fitness for the 
t ask. 
(4) The Annual. Graduation Exercises of the Com-
munity School of Religious Education should be the time .for 
#3 clinching school loyal ty and deepening the consecration of 
each graduate to the high and holy calling of a leader in the 
work of religious education. The service should be such as 
to impress with its digni ty and importunes both the partici-
pants and every member of the community. Diplomas from t he 
#l Athearn, "The Ci ty Institute for Religious LeadersJ" pp 59 
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International Council of Religious Education presented at this 
time wj.ll add much to the prestige of the Community School and 
the City Council of Religious Educ a t ion and give the graduates 
a realization of their place in the growing band of men and 
women all over the world who are dedicating their talents , 
their time and their resources, some of them as full time pro-
f essional workers but a great nt~ber as lay volunteers, in the 
work of making real the great ideals of the modern program of 
re~igioua education$ 
• 
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